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Garden if entaruhmam

Sitting on the Quad, in class, on the bus or
almost anywhere else on campus, itudents
are crossword puzzle crazy.

one-ad plays cpnifinsin^rfMlvf WrW/mWT*'
Garden" at Theatre II this week.

The men's gymnastics team was sunk hy Nary
and scalped In/ T/ic College of William cV Mary
in a dual meet this weekend.
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Sophomore charged in alleged murder conspiracy
Daughter arrested Friday for helping plan occult murder of prominent scientist father
Li-«is
.vffl/f writer
A JMU sophomore was
charged with allegedly conspiring with friends in a plot lhal
resulted in the the brutal murder of her father early last
December.
Clara Schwartz, 21, was
arresteo! by JMU police around
450 p.m. Friday at Rockmgham
Hall.
"The only role IMU played
was to make tht .irrvst on a
warrant for Loudoun County,"
said Fred Hilton, director of
university communications.
"Then the |MU police immediately turned her over to the
Loudoun
County Sheriff
Department."
Authorities
believe

Schwartz's father, Robert M.
Schwartz, 57, a prominent biophysicist and DNA researcher,
was slain in a murder beating
occult overtones.
Schwartz was stabbed and
slashed to death with a two-foot
sword at his isolated Mt. Cilead
home. Police said he had an X
carved in the back of his neck.
Schuart/ is iho fauilh person charged in the murder of
her father.
Three of Schwartz's friends,
Kyle Hulbert, 18, of Millersville.
Md.; Katherine Inglis, 19; ami
Michael Pfohl, 21, both of
Havmarket, were charged with
murder Dec. 12.
Court papers allege that
Hulbert
entered
Robert
Schwartz's home dressed in a

BY KATIF

Who needs
sleep?
Those 18-29
don't think
they do

black trench coat and carrying a
two-foot long sword while
Inglis and Pfohl waited in the
car outside.
Hulbert said in a police
statement that he had called
Clara Schwartz soon after the
slaying to say he had "done
the job."
As a possible motive, Inglis
wrote in ,i statement that
Schwartz had complained her
father had hit and tried to poison her and that these allegations of abuse had angered
Inglis md her friends.
Court records show that
shortly after the Dec. 8 murder, authorities served search
warrants tor computers and
other items in Schwartz's
dorm room.

In a Feb. 2 Washington Post
article,
Robert
Anderson,
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... there were a number
of pieces that fit
together that formed
probably cause now.
— Robert Anderson
Commonwtallh attorney
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Commonwealth attorney for
the case, said investigators had
amassed a good deal of evi-

dence that tix>k time to analyze
and that "there were a number
of pieces that fit together that
formed probable cause now."
According to the Post,
Schwartz appeared before a
Loudoun County magistrate
Friday night and was denied
bail. Schwartz was held at the
county |ail and did not have
an attorney
Schwartz, who lived in
Rockmgham Hall off Port
Republic Road, was not very
well known by fellow residents.
Junior Emily Wyman, a
Rockingham Hall resident, said
she'd seen Schwartz around
the residence hall but didn't
know her. "I saw her walking a
lot, but she was never with
anyone," Wyman said. "This

SAE members to plead
'not guilty' to hazing
If charged, would be first
in Va. to face expulsion
under state hazing laws

BY JAMES DAVID

assistant news editor
Mr. Sandman has at times
neglected students by leaving
them with less than a good
rughf s rest, and at times with
no sleep at all.
JMU students are not alone
in this. "On average, adultsleep six hours and 34 minutes
during the work week, about
an hour less than the 8 hours
recommended
by
sleep
experts," according to the
National Sleep Foundation's
2000 Omnibus Sleep in
America Poll (OSAP).
The national survey questioned the sleeping habits ot 1,154
adults living in the continental
United Sates, and more results
can be viewed at the National
Sleep Foundation's Web site
tpyww.sleeifinmdatkmorg).
Those surveyed between
the ages of 18 to 29 were more
likely than 30 to 64 year olds to
sleep less in order to get more
accomplished, according to the
survey. Among 18 to 29 year
olds, 53 percent were willing to
sleep less to get more done
while 43 percent of 30 to 64 year
olds were willing to. Among
those 64 and older, only 32 per-

staff writer
As the result of a 1998 $246 billion tobacco settlement, JMU will
be receiving one of the largest
grants to aid in the launching of a
tobacco-use prevention program
aimed at kindergarten through
twelfth-grade
students
in
Harrisonburg and Rockingham
Counts' schools.
JMU's award of $147,553 is a
result of $6.8 million granted to
84 groups in Virginia for youth
anti-smoking education programs, according to a Jan. 30
JMU Media Relations press
r<lease. Even though the project,
called
the "Harrisonburg-

-ii
The plan is to saturate
the community and
schools with this
campaign and then
reinforce this message
again later on.
JESSICA PARKKR/ci*»rifrwi>iK phuoitntpher

Incidents of hazing allegedly occurred at the Sigma Alpha
Epsllon fraternity house on Main Street. Two members of
the fraternity await trial Feb. 13 for six alleged counts of
hazing each.

see LAWYERS page 5

so- YOUTH, page 5

Students to find majors at fair

Lane leader

Academic Advising to hold raffle for bookstore gift certificate
HIO
staff writer
Students will have the upporrunity to explore the myriad of maxirs
offered ai (Ml ■'< ■»< upcoming fair.
"JMU has approximately 50
majors," said Cheryl Plank,
academic advisor and career
specialist.
This statistic does not include the
minors and pn^professkmal programs that also are offered at JMU.
Julie Ernst, an undeclanxl freshman, said, "I teel like tliere are so
many majors on campus, I am hoping that the Majors Fair will help
me navigate through them."
The Maxirs Fair, which will he
held Thursday. Feb. 7 from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. in PC Ballroom, provides
students with an opportunity to
"explore [their| interests through
the m.i»>rs. minors and pie-professional programs" that JMU Ml I"
otter. Hank said.
Tins is the sivth annual Majors
l.i.i .it JMU, according to ITank
BY LISA NATALICI

ROBERT NATT/pfc*.

Senior swimmer A.C. Crulckshank. *****
swimming and diving team In and out ot the
water. SEE STORY PAGE 17.

JMU gets
grant to
aid antismoking
campaign
BY KYRA PAPAFIL

BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

senior writer
The two attorneys representing the Sigma
Alpha l-'psilon fraternity members charged with
hazing said on Thursday that their clients are
"absolutely" pleading not guilty, and they hope
"justice prevails" in court in two wtvks
Juniors Edward Price and Daniel Manner
were arrested and charged with six counts ,>l
hazing each regarding an incident at the SAE
house Nov. 27. According to Harrisonburg Sgt.
Kevin Lanoue, six victims were found who
received some type of bodily harm. The victims
allegedly were covered with some foul material
and had rags duct-taped over their eyes. If convicted Feb. 13, they could face confinement in
jail for up to 12 months, a $2,500 fine and expulsion from JMU.
"There's no evidence to support thechargr
said attorney Aaron Cook, who is representing
Manner "It's just unfortunate that our clients
have to wait so long to be cleared."
Gene Hart Jr., Price's attorney, said, "We
hope the system work- md |ustai- prevails. We
don't think the evidence supports the charge."
The students are accused of violating State of
Virginia Code 18.2-56, which states, "It shall be
unlawful to haze, or otherwise mistreat so as to
cause bodily injury, any student at any school,
college or university."
Commonwealth attorney Bradley Movers,
who is prosecuting the case for Rockingham
Countv, said that probable cause has been established. He said the charge of ha/ing is ■ standard class one misdemeanor.
The attorneys for the accused said they
might defend Price and Manner on two different fronts — that the case laiks enough evi-

whole thing is pretty creepv
My mom had told me about
the murder, but I didn't know
she lived near me. I had no
clue. 1 waa duxkcd when 1
found out she lived here."
Sophomore
Rockingham
resident Nathan Powell said he
would greet Schwartz when he
saw her but she wouldn't
respond and would look
straight ahead
Schwartz's older sister.
Catherine, is | senior at |ML'.
She said her grandparents in
Silver Springs notified her of
Clara's arrest. "My entire family is shocked," Catherine Itkl
I here was no forewarning
that she would be arrested.
"I'm shocked. I didn't
cxpci t it to happen,' she said.

ers will send student lepNMlfeV
rives to speak for the academic program, Plank said. Shi Mid the
Majors Fair is.1 good opportunity
tor students to ask academi,
departments questions
This event is "open to all stu... there are so many
dents, but is particularly [intended
majors on campus, I am lor those students] who an1 muU
to help with the decisionhoping that the Majors dared
making process," Hank said.
In addition to learning about the
Fair will help me
JMU's majors, I'lank said tlwt other
navigate through them. incentives to attend tlx' Majors 1.111
include "a raffle drawing for a $50
— Julie Ernst gift certificate to tlv bookstore" or a
freshman Wellness Passport stamp for
General Education Health 100
Personal Uellness class.
Both declared and undeclared
"All academic departments are students have expressed interest in
invited to the fair, and the majority attending the Majors Fair.
of departments are represented," Freshman Danielle Rackers, a nursing major, said, "I have declared a
Hank said.
Some academic departments major but 1 would be interested in
will have faculty members present
m RuR r
to talk with the'students, and oth-

^lv said that last year over 560 students attended the fair .md tins \c,u
she expects another large turnout.

-64-

—Jeanne Martino-McAllister
director of Substance Abuse Research
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Rockingham Tobacco
Use
Prevention Program," is being
lioused at |ML, it will also incorporate the Office on Children
and Youth and Rockmgham
Memorial Hospital .is well as
Harnsonhtirg and Rockingham
County schools.
|i\mnt' Martino-McAllister.

directtM ot substance abuse
research and associate professor
of health sciences at |ML . said
JMU raorivd tin grant money
because |Ml . as Opposed to
other universities, has strong
neighbor relations/1
Martino-McAllister
said,
"Trie plan is to saturate the com
munity md SChoolf with this
lampaign and llu 11 n inforce this
message again later on."
The campaign will consist ot
two diflennl programs in order
to target difterenl age groups in
grades K-12The
first
program,
"Samantha the Skunk," is tar
geted at elementary school age
ihildren. Sunantha. aa»stumed
volunteer, will go to the schools
and read stones to the students
regarding anti-smoking, according to Martino-McAllister In
the press release, she said, "Trie
message, while triendlv and
upbeat, will be that tOOHCOO
smoke
stinks,"
MartinoMcAlhstei said m the press
aw/Aft/, page 5
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
MONDAY, FEB. 4
• Zbfcl* HOUM ihOM Ic.ilunns Kandajl Hjrtxry with color
phOlOgnphl ind D.ivid Abbott with drawing .ind collage
work ui the New Image Gallery show, opening reception7
p.m.. Iho snotv run* Feb. 4 to 16
• Mart tu.-Juttull. 7 p.m., IMU v>. the GolsgBd Willum & Mary
• Psychology Pea Adi i-inj S> mpoirum; Marketing a
Psychology Dtgros In the Real World, 730 p.m., Taylor
404, for more information, contact the peer advising
office, lohltMon 113, at x8-6214

OPINION

• Come join Circle K! Have fun and help your community.
Circle K meets every Tuesday at 6 p.m., Taylor 305. For more
information, contact Amy at aktramsQaol com
• Madison Society's general meetings, 8 p.m., Taylor 400

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 6

TUESDAY, FEB. 5
• B.ipti*.t Student Union Hispanic Mi^r.ini Ministry,
^ -4^ p ni Mu.it'iit H.iptist CVntt-r .it tin- corru-r of
South Main Stnt'i .ind Cantrell Avenue. Work
with Mexican farmers. Ministry includes volleyball,
singing, video, testimony, ESL tutoring and

Breeze reader's view The hookup:
exactly what am I connected to?

6

Letters to the Editor

«

House Editorial Planned upgrade to
danger zone needed
6

• Men's basketball, 7 p.m., JMU vs.Virginia Commonwealth
University

• College Kepuhlii-ans meeting, 8 p.m . Taylor 402

POLICE LOG

friendship building. Speaking Spanish is helpful but not
required, contact Archie al 434-6822

• Do you like to ski or snowboard? If so come join the ski
club at JMU. Meetings are the first and third Wednesdays oi
the month, 7 p.m. in the Warren Hall Airport Lounge, for
more information, e-mail jmu*kiclub@hotmail com

State of the media

7

Darts & pats

7

Spotlight What fictional character is
your hero and why?
8

• CARE weekly meetings, 7 p.m., Taylor 305, for more infor
mation, contact Erin Strine at ttnnerm

LIFESTYLES

WEATHER

BY KIMBIRI.Y McKls/u
Police log reporta

Six televisions were reported missing
prior to September 2001 from
Rockingham Hall The report was
filed Jan 31 at 11 26 p.m
In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Possession of Marijuana
• Chnstina M Gedney. 18, of King
George, was charged with possession of marijuana in a wooded area
near White Hall Jan. 29 at 10:08 p.m.
Non-compliance
• Three JMU students were judicially
referred for possession of marijuana
and rxxveompiance Jan. 29 at 10:08 p.m.
Grand Larceny
• A JMU student reported 105 CDs
missing from the glove box of a vehicle parked in C4-lot The incident

occurred between Jan. 29 at midnight and Jan. 31 at 5 p.m
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Open House
Wednesday. February 6
7:30am - 9:30pm
Come join us for the GRAND OPENING of Java City in
the coffee bar at Taylor Down Under.
Check out out new look, register for giveaways and
sample some of the best coffee around!
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Theatre II preview: "Feeding the
Lovliest Garden-

13

Richie Haven review
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Translucence
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"Grand Theft Auto 3" review
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Style weekly
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"Birthday Giri" movie review
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SPORTS

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m
Cost $3.00 for the first 10 words. $2 for each
additional 10 words: boxed classified. $10
per column inch
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue
Classifxsds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office
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Valentine's Day Dinner
Spend a romantic evening savoring a
delicious five course meal and enjoying the
view from the top floor of Warren Hall
Twoseatings: 5pm and 7pm
Price: $22.95 per person
Reservations required
Call 568-7555
TO

M A DO^^S
G R I

L L

USE YOUR PUNCH AT LUNCH!

Ready for a change of pace? Madison Grill offers a great menu of lunch items, from soup
and sandwiches to salads and burgers. Don't wait until the end of the semester to use your
three punches -- avoid the crowds and enjoy a delicious and relaxing lunch!
We also offer take-out, you can phone in your order and be out In minutes! Call 568-7555.
Serving Lunch Monday through Friday 11:00am - 2:00pm
and Dinner Monday through Friday 5:00pm - 9:00pm

11
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Number of tickets issued between
Jan. 21 and 27 708
Number of drunk in public charges
since Aug 25 89
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Horoscopes

FOCUS

Petty Larceny
• A JMU student reported the larceny
of a JAC card from UREC Jan. 23
between 2:30 p.m and 3:30 p.m.

INFORMATION

10

High 41 Low 20

Falsifying official document
• A JMU student was judicially
referred for falsifying a decal application in the parking deck Jan 25 at
3 p.m.

Obscene Phone Call
• A JMU student reported an obscene
phone call in Weaver Hall Jan 29 at
4:16 p.m.

Crosswords
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NEWS
Black History
exhibit reveals
common 'thread'
E. RUANE
The Washington Post
There had been a big frost
that morning on HardScrabble Plantation, along
Louisiana's Bayou de Glazes,
an event that bore noting in
the overseer's journal.
The plantation, a few miles
from the Mississippi River, was
perhaps unaccustomed to frost.
Or maybe the overseer was just
being diligent, for his ICJCOraS
were meticulous.
It was Oct. 30, 1859, and
along with the frost, he noted
that the wind was from the
north. The "negroes" —
Archa, Jake, Dave, Anthony,
Amos, Natt, Duke, Hannah,
Rachel and the others — had
been fed, he added, and "went
to picking cotton."
BY MICHAEL

The exhibit
I his week, the overseer's
big blue book sat open again
in a polished glass case in
suburban Kensington, Md.
— a neatly written testament
to the calamity of slavery
and a record of the organized bondage whose vestiges linger more than a century later.
The book was part of an
exhibit honoring Black History
Month that was unveiled this
week to the applause of scores
of well-wishers, including
descendants of abolitionist
Frederick Douglass and explorer Matthew Henson.
The collection, lent by antiquarian Mark Mitchell of
Fairfax, coven, more than 400
years of African-American history. Mitchell had wanted to
display his artifacts during
Black History. Month
The quest
At the same time, officials
were on a quest for such an
exhibit at the Washington, D.C.,
Mormon Temple in Kensington,
which as part of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints lias long been interested
in matters of ancestry.
Supporters are lobbying for
the exhibit to become a major
piece of the proposed National
Museum of African American
History and Culture on the
National Mall it is stunning In
its sweep.
The threads
It includes a handwritten
note from the Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr. while in jail in
Alabama, a letter written by
18th-century Haitian revolutionary Toussaint L'Ouverture,
and a signed note from baseball
great Jackie Robinson to an
injured youngster.
There are signed photos of
record-setting baseball slugger
I Link Aaron, boxer Joe Louis
and Secretary of State Colin
Powell, among others.
Army Sgt. Clide Brown Jr.
has signed his haunting pic-

ture, too. It appeared on the
May 26, 1967, cover of Time
magazine under the headline
"The Negro in Vietnam."
Brown is shown with a radio
telephone in one hand, an M16 rifle in the other, and a
look of fear, sadness and resignation on his face.
Nearby hangs a framed
NAACP broadside from 44
years earlier. "For the Good of
America," it begins. "Do you
know that the United States is
the only land on earth where
human beings are burned at
the stake?"
Between 1918 and 1923, it
records, 28 people had been
"publicly burned" by mobs,
and 3,436 people had been
lynched between 1889 and
1922 in the United States.
It appeals for aid, closing:
"You cannot escape your
responsibility."
A
woodcut
from
a
Philadelphia newspaper in
1789 shows a diagram of a
slave ship, with the slaves
packed into the hold as if a
cargo of logs.
Beside that is a 1856 wanted poster for a slave who had
escaped his master: "Run
away ... Tuesday night June
17, a negro man named John
Butler." Reward: $200.
The history
The exhibit isn't just the
story of African Americans,
said attorney James Henson
Sr, a descendant of both
explorer Matthew Henson and
abolitionist Josiah Henson. It's
one "thread" in the vast
American fabric.
"A lot of people don't
know all of the thread that's
,i part of our American tapestry What we're trying to do
is just show that there is
more thread here, and it's all
American.
It's all
the
American tapestry," said
Henson, of Ellicott City, Md.
The connection
Frederick Douglass IV —
great-great-grandson of the
legendary abolitionist, and
president of the Friends of the
National Museum of African
American History and Culture
— said one of his favorite
items is an 1883 letter written
by his ancestor
Douglass was writing to
the New York Globe, a black
newspaper, on the occasion of
the death of abolitionist and
former slave Sojourner Truth,
of whom he said:
"She was a genuine specimen of the best qualities of the
unmixed, uneducated children
of Africa."
The letter was, collector
Mitchell said, one of the many
gems in the room.
"This is powerful," Mitchell
said as he stood amid the hallowed voices of the past. "This
is the story."
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"We must target children now
in order to prevent adult
smokers later."

Liberalism on the rise

A national survey reveals
college freshmen hold highly
liberal political views.

MISSY BOSS

ftp 4

sophomore
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JAMES PARCEUJHmJungUM fast
Frederick Douglass IV stands before a photo of his great-great-grandfather, the famed Journalist and abolitionist, at a collection of African-American history artifacts, In honor of Black History Month. The collection Is on display at the Mormon
Temple In Kensington, Md.

FSU 'Pimps and HoV party causes outrage
BY JAMES ROSICA

Knight-Ridder Newspapers
Badjy Jean-Simon, a black
Florida State University law student, is stunned that white students don't understand why
dressing up as black prostitutes
and pimps offends her.
"Pimps and whores COM
in all colors," said Jean-Simon.
"But when you put on afro
wigs and gold chains, you
offend a majority of us. And
you don't seem to care if you
offended us."
Jean-Simon spoke at last
Tuesday's "town meeting" at
FSU's College of Law after a
group of law students organized a "Pimps and Ho's Party"
the previous Friday at Painted
Lady, a local bar near campus.
Some whites at the party
reportedly wore costunu's,
including Afro wigs and fake
gold Chains, to Itnik like prostitutts ind pimps in IwQs-ere
"blaxploitation" films. Those
films, &uch as "Superfly" snd
"The Mack," often had cnminal
characters that reinforced negative stereotypes about blacks
One major theme emerged
from Tuesday's meeting: Some
white students didn't understand how Friday's party was
offensive, which further upset
already-irate black students.
At noon, hundreds of ItJM n>
ers, students and alumni packed
the auditorium, including
Circuit Judge Nikki Clark and
Senior Assistant Attorney
General John D.C. Newton,
both of whom graduated from
the law school.
After a lively back-andforth, law school Dean Don
Weidner said the dialogue
would continue in small group

sessions in the coming weeks.
No student or school money
WSJ used to support or promote the party, he said.
"It's dear there's some misunderstanding about how people feel," Weidner said. "We
nssd to be more understanding
of the points of view of others "

44
Pimps and whores
come in all colors ...
— Badjv Jean-Simon
FSlflaw-school student

The controversy started
two weeks ago when the party
w.is advertised In e-mails and
on fliers .is the 3rd Annual
P&ll Party, proudly" sponsored by the Student Bar
Association l he association
was going to help promote the
party and collect donations .it
the door for charity, said Kelly
Moss, SBA president.
But the fliers and theme of
the party created a storm c4
opposition from some students
and faculty members As |
result, said Moss, the SBA decided to withdraw its support of
the party and asked the I ■ gam/
ers to change the theme to Ihs
Seventies," which had been suggested by some students who
had been offended, Moss said
At FSU, the debate contm
ued after the hour-long meeting, with groups squat me, 00

in the aisles and halls of the
law school.
I wish 1 could understand,
but honestly I can't," said second-year law student J.D.
DuRant, who is white. "I feel
like this was overblown. I was at
the party, and there was never
any underlying theme of racism
or sexism."
First-year
law
student
D'Lorah Butts-Lucas, who is
black, said students like DuRant
don't get it.
"If you step on my toe, and
you didn't mean it, you're still
going to apologize, aren't
you?" she said.
But another black law student said he went to the party
and was not offended by
what he saw.
"It was blown out of proportion,"
said
Carlton
Pierce, a third-year student.
I MW blacks, whites. AsiSIU
and Hispanits together, having a good time. It was very,
very tame."
Pedro Malaret, a third-year
student who is Puerto Rican,
agreed. Malaret also said he
manages his own hip-hop production company and works
with many black artists.
"It's been around for three
years and nobody complained before," he said. "It's
never been a racial thing. The
Afro was a common hair
style in the Seventies."
Cydnee Williams, a black
first-year student, said that
misses the point: The hair style
was common among blacks.
"So the perception is that
pimps and whores are only
African-American, and we
don't COmsf the market on
that, "shesaid.

Rarlier,
law
professor
Charles Ehrhardt warned students that such events hurt the
reputations of the school and of
lawyers in general.
"When you enter law
school, you enter the legal
profession, and you have a
responsibility
as
young
lawyers," he told the crowd.
"Kinds of conduct that might
be appropriate as an undergraduate are not necessarily
appropriate as a member of
the legal profession "

-44
/ wish 1 could
understand, but
honestly I can'/.
— J.D. DuRant
FSU law- school student
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Newton, who works in the
stale attorney general's civil
rights and economic crimes
unit, said his office has not
received a civil-rights complaint
about the party.
"Did I hear anything that
would make me want to
open a file? No," Newton
said, "Do I have complete
information? No.
"I left as one alumnus who
felt that the school faced the
issue quickly, publicly and
correctly," he added. "As a
child of the South, I was
reminded of how far we have
come from overt racism, and
also how far we have to go."

JMU applies grant money to anti-smoking campaign
JMU, from page I
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Campaign organizers hope to
educate children about the
Ilia of smoking cigarettes.

Media Blitz," will target students in grades 6 through 12.
A
Student
Creative
Development Team
will
include middle and high
school
students
from
Rockingham County in hopes
that young people will
spread the message to both
peers and parents, MartinoMcAllister said.
She said one goal of this
team will be to come up with
"slogans and messages to be test
marketed to help younger individuals veer from tobacco use"
She said she thinks that the
quickest way for this project to
fail is to have adults "preaching"
to the students about the effects
of tobacco use. This is why
organizers are hoping that having fellow students on the development team will be key in the
success of the "Blitz."
Professor of health sciences
Terry Wessel said, The grant is
planned around helping teens

develop a social norms campaign to blfonn other teens
about the actual statistics and
effects of smoking. The idea is
that people often overestimate
what others are doing and they
want to do what they think the
majority is doing, so that influences their behavior. In other
words, their mispcricptions
lead them to practice unhealthy
behavior. The SodsJ norms.am
paten will help correct those
misperceptions. And the tail
that the teens create the messages, select the medium .
increases the chances the cam
paign can have a posti\ S imped
on smoking behavior
JMU students in the Athletic
Training pn>gram of the health
sciences department are also
being offered the opportunity to
get involved in the campaign.
Athletic Training Instructor
Holly Bradersaid, "Our AT students will serve .is mentors tor
high Kh00l and middle Khool
students and help educate those
students on the reasons not to

smoke and help them achieve I
healthier litestsle I his grant
presents our AT students with a
very unique opportunity to add
to their traditional academic
and clinical educations "

64
This grant presents our
AT students with a very
unique opportunity...
— Holly Bradcr
Athletic Training instructor

who is older then you ... then
(younger students) will be
more likely to understand the
concept of not smoking."
According to the JMU Web
site, the anti-smoking campaign
is materializing "just as a study
by the Washington-based
Campaign tor lobauo 1 ree
Kids reports that Virginia
spends fust under half the
money it needs to effectively
prevent children from smoking.
the
report
ranks
the
Commonwealth 21st in the per. eniage of money received from
the 1998 settlement with tobacco companies that is used on

prevention programs
Sophomore Beth vtcBmom
sanl. "Having JMU students
talk to these kids would be a
great way of promoting postth e
messages about not smoking,
and also send positive messages
about (JMU students') role in
the community."
Sophomore Muhael Carter

"The report also indicates
that most states are tailing short
in using tobacco settlement
motley for prevention programs, and that four recipk*nts
— Michigan, North Carolina,
Tennessee and the l>istrict of
Columbia — have committed
none of their settlement nionev

said, "I think that if the message comes From someone

Martino McAllister said, ' I

to tabecoo-use prevention "

look forward to the partnerships
JMU is establishing in the community and with the Student
Creative Development Team."
Many students equally share
Martino-McAllister's enthusiasm. Sophomore Missy Boss
said, "I like this program
because it's aggressive and
finally addresses the root of the
problem. We must target children now in order to prevent
adult smokers later," she said.
Freshman Jason Simpson
Mid, I think it is good. 1 think
JMU miiis to get into the class
rooms and let kids know the
risks ot smoking."
Martino-McAllister said that
by Feb. 15sn advisory lommittee composed ol students and
adults will be established in
order to -begin the project's
materialization. Organizers are
in the process ol hiring a JMU
graduate student as a full-time

campaign coordinator for the
project Information on the j*»b
opening will sppesr on the JMU
Web site as it is made available
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College freshmen indicate more liberal
political views, national survey reveals
H. I'mi ii' WAI /( x
ITheYinmuM-ViU*
hi wrginian-Pilot
Nearl) three years
yean ago,
the Democratic Club it Old
Dominion University was
virtually dormant.
Mow ii hat 50 active memben and mam ■ table at Webb
University Center twice i
week, Bays its president, junior
C .irlost l.inton
[hat makeisense, according
to a national sur\ev of more
than 280,000 college freshmen
teaaaaad this week.
A growing number ol students call themselves liberal
and are staking left-of-center
positions on issues such as gay
marriage, abortion and the
death penalty.
In the tn-shmen nuvey (IOM
In LX I A mthe tall. 29.9 percent
Said (hey were 'IINT.II" or "far
left' trclargeatpercentaee since
1975. In contrast. 207 petCCnl
Uatad their political preterrrves
■ conservative" or "far right."
Nearly halt still dasaU) themselves as middle-of-the-road,
though that number has gone
down in the past h\e vears
"I do feel like I'm in the
minority."
said
Andrea
Moschler, an ODU freshman.
who describes herself as
"pretty conservative.''

,hink the
thl population
"I
Is
"' think
' P0Pu**,*on ,s
gettingI more liberal"
liberal." sshe
said
r>«' laid
They're
rhey're
becoming
more
,n cepting ot everything "
I arr) Sabato, i government
professor
al
the
University ol Virginia, has
seen this trend, too. though
he says it's just one section ol
a roller-coaster political ride.
with far more liberalism on
campus in the '60s and "70s

ii
I think the population is
getting more liberal.
— Andrea Moschler
01)1' ln'-hm.in

-9?
"I know conservatives will
say, 'ThOSC P< faculty are
proselytizing In the classroom
and turning consen ative teenagers into fire-breathing liberals,'" he said. "It's just not
true. Students don't listen to
us just as they don't listen to
their parents

Instead,
Qanton
Inataad, Sabato and Canton
point to the influence of popular
culture IBverj
verj snu'Ji
IV prosingle TV
gram includes a gay couple, an
abortion/ Sabato said
Ihese
are llu- Staples ol their soap
Operas, as opposed to my generation's .
Tim Jones, an ODU freshman, who considers himsel! a
moderate, suggested: "They
want to break away from the
rules
Ihiv want to go to the
side their parents aren't going
for. Thev want a change, though
they don't know what the
change is going to be."
Some students, though, said
political labels can be misleading.
it s definitely en issue-byIssue sort of thing," said
Stargel Doane, an ODU freshman. "I don't agree with the
categorization of people. We
all see things differently."
ODU
freshman
Peter
Browne, for instance, is an
active member of the COUegE
Republicans group on campus.
\ strong supporter of President
Bush, he beneves In the power
ot tax cuts — but he also supports abortion rights.
"I don't see the government
having a role in s woman's
body, Browne said.
Fifty-five percent of the

freshmen
agreed.
fnahmen surveyed agieecL
A growing number — 57.9
percent — also said they support legalizing gay marriage.
That's OK with Uxine "I think
it's wrong, but I won't tell them
not to do it," he said. "It's a personal right; I can't get involved
in that."
Though still a minority,
increasing numbers of students
believe marijuana should be
legalized (36.5 percent) and the
d.ath penalty should be abolished (32.2 percent).
Both figures are the highest
since 1980, but none of five ODU
freshmen interviewed last week
subscribed to either viewpoint.
Marijuana is a "gateway
drug," said Jones, who has been
involved in drug-prevention
groups "If they legalized it,
more people would go to heroin
and cocaine."
And Browne said the death
penalty will save more Uvea
than it will take.
The overwhelming majority
ot students were surveyed
before Sept. 11, according to the
UCLA report.
Tne handful of ODU students
said the terrorist attacks hadn't
inspired an upsurge in political
action "A lot of people talk and
complain, but they don't walk

the
walk,' DoanesakL
IN walk/Drjane
said
However the students said
However,
has
their opinion of Bush haImproved since Sept II. "Before
that he seemed siandolhsh.
pOneO said. "This put him in the
Idle to lead the nation, like JFK
or IDK

... They want to go to
the side their parents
aren't going for.
— Tim Jones
0DL1 freshman
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The Study, launched bv
UCLA in 1966, recorded an
all-time high
17 r^ percent
— saving they participated
in demonstrations
None ot the flve ODU
freshmen had. but the College
of
William &
Marv in
Williamsburg has seen its
share ot protests recently
Hundreds
of
students
crowded a lecture room last
spring for a teach-in ' protest-

ing
the appointment
of Henry
jng the
appointment 6
Kissinger as
,i^ the school's
school chanlor W&M students
also have
cellor
studentsal
participated in a campaign to
raise wages for non-teaching
employees and a fast to protest
U.S. action in Afghanistan
But W. Samuel Sadler, the
college's vice president for student attairs, said the protesters
represent fairly small numbers
ot people. What he's seen is
mostly a political shift toward
the middle
ODU senior Mike Arendall.
who is chairman of the school's
College Republicans, also doesn't see liberals taking over.
It's hard to tell, but he guessBB the student body is split
roughly down the political middle He said his gntup is the
healthiest it 'fl been since he got to
ODU, with toughly 30 students
attending weekly meetings
Browne.
a
College
Republicans member, figures he
talks politic s at least twice a day.
Maybe more talk, even with his
ideological opponents, will lead
to more action, IK1 said.
"With discussion," he said,
"you can ( R ate more opportunities — more money for
schools, more tax cuts. You can
do more with discussion than
without discussion

Students wary of dorm room safety after hall thefts
S( 01 I
l)ail\ V, II >

BY JOS

rhree thefts on the Mine
f!tx>r have given Ball Stale
University
students
a

rWivsher course on residence
hall safety.
Between )an. 16 and 18,
three residents of the third
floor of Vlenk Hall left their
rooms unattended, onlv to
return to find texttn>oks and
other ifems stolen.
The three thefts still are
under investigation by universirj police, according to
University Police Corporal
AI lank.

They currently have no
suspects in the thefts and .ire
not aware of any similarities
in the crimes, he said
Link said he wants to stress
the importance oi awareness
and personal aCCOUntabilit) On
the pan oi students
"Security is the number
one
thing,"
Tank
said
"Secure your door whenev er
you leave fhe room. It's jutf
plain enme prevention
Ball State freshmen Dirkus
Callahan and Kevin lleuller
know all too well the possible
repercussions of leaving I
dorm n>om unattended.

Callahan was spending
time in a friend's room Jan.
16. He was only gone for 30
minutes, but he left his
room unlocked.

-66Thieves are always
sitting around
watching. You can'/ get
lackadaisical.
-AITank
Bull Stale U, police corporal

He returned to find four
books worth more than $200
had been stolen. They have
yet to be recovered.
Heuller and his nxmimate
were in and out of their room
for short periods of time (an 17.
They also left their door
unlocked, and Heuller discovered early the next morning that $260 worth of textbooks had been stolen.
Heuller had written his
name inside the textbooks,
and, in cooperation with
UPD and T.I.S. bookstore,
where
the
books
were
returned, some of his materi-

als were recovered.
He was able to claim the
books by verifying his name
inside them.
"1 have a pretty good relationship with everyone on
my floor, so I don't see why
anyone would do this,"
Heuller said. "Now mv
roommate and 1 are verv
careful, locking the door even
when we step out to the
shower or bathroom/'
Callahan is taking a similar precaution. "I'm just
making sure the room is
locked at all times, even if I
step out for just five min-

utes," Callahan said.
Tank advised students to
exercise caution at all times
with regard to their personal
belongings. "You've got to be
aware of your surroundings,"
lank slid "If you leave valuables unattended, you're just
leaving them sitting for criminals to steal "
Potential
thieves
are
known to simply
walk
through hallways testing
doorknobs. Tank said.
Thieves are always sitting
around watching," Tank said.
"You can't get lackadaisical.
That's when vou lose it."

"Melt The Ice"
live 0n Grctae*

J> "Bob Marley
Birthday Bash"

$5.00 cover

Incredible reggae w/
"Iron Lion & Nutty Lions"

Wednesday
February 6th

& guest
J.M.U.'s own

Saturday
February 9th

Spectacular college rock w/

"Georgia
Avenue"
"OAA"
%M \M U

$5.00 cover

from Los Angeles, California
The World's Greatest Tribute to

"Sometimes it takes the sun a long time to melt the

ice

We care, we understand, and we provide a safe
place to begin the journey of freedom from food
and weight obsession. AMC Behavioral Health
Services Program, "Melt The Ice" is a
program of discovery...providing hope and
support to individuals struggling with eating
disorders such as anorexia,
bulimia, and binge eating.
Call Us Today

(540) 213-2511 or (540) 941-2511
Toll Free

"Metallica" its Battery
w/ guest

Sol Tribe

Students Halt Price, just $5.00 in advance at Mainslreel
or present J.A.C. at the door for discount.

so things can come to the surface".
-Father Maurus

1-877-371-2266
m mmm Behavioral Health Services

AMI* 79 North Medical Park Drive
MM STA Ml UK AI ' 1 NflK

432.9963
Ml Shows IS a up. Unless Otherwise Noted!

Malastraat is PortecM* Heated al 1S3 Saudi Malnstraal, Harrtsaabura

Fishersville, VA 22939
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Youth deprive themselves of sleep to get more done
YOUTH, from page 1

"I've definitely noticed that I
don't nearl) gel enough sleep as
I should, especially this year,"
sophomore Christine Chin -~ml
"I'm a lot more involve.) [his
year with taking him---. »lasses
at URF.C, doing InterV.irMtv
and Madison Dance Club. I
often sacrifice niv sleep time in
order to finish my homework
and study."
Chin explained one specific
cause ol not getting enough
sleep, saying. Tor ,\,ituple, I
usually have dance practice
thnv times a week from 9 to 11
p.m., and then I'll begin on my
homework and studying after I
get home from practice."
While time ooratrakrts may
Itad some to unhealthy sleep

cent would be willing to sleep
less and get more done
In .mother related survey
question, respondents were
asked how likely they were to
give up sleep when they feel
there an not enough hours in
the day Twenty three percent of
younger adults ages 18 to 29
wen willing to give up sleep in
this case, according to the survey. Responding to the same
question. 10 percent of the 30 to
64 age group and 7 percent of
the 65 years and older age
group would be willing to do
the MIM thing.
These two related concepts
were something some students
could rebrii to

habits, others deal with insomnia.
Insomnia — the inability to
f.ill .isleep and remain there —
affects many millions of people,
according to a National Institute
on Health (NIH) Word on
Health article titled, "A good
night's sleep? Merely a dream
for millions "
While many things can
cause these sleepless nights, one
such thing is being afraid of
falling asleep.
SometimM I have really
weird dreams, like when I
dreamed my dad was a drag
queen,'' senior Sarah Fllis said
"Now, that causes insomnia."
According to an NIH report
on insomnia, stress, environmental noise, extreme tempera-

tures, change in surrounding
environment, jet lag and medication side effects can all lead to
insomnia.
The report is available on
the
NIH
Web
site
(www.nhlbi.nih.eov).
There is help out there for
students who have made the
conscious decision to make
more time for sleep, but have
problems getting to sleep.
The American Academy of
Sleep Medicine's Web site
fiwuuu5ffinrf.org) offers advice
in a section titled "Practices conducive to good sleep."

Its tips include:
• Try to sleep only when you
are drowsy,
• If you are unable to fall asleep

Lawyers say SAE hazing case
missing supportive evidence
lAWYERS.frompage i
dence and the law is null and
void. "1 have not seen evidence
that will support a conviction.
Cook said. "They want to
brand these guys as criminals
for life, and so they need to
present the evidence to do
that, "Cook said
Additionally, the lawyer!
said they might argue that the
statute against hazing is unconstitutional and void since it is so
vague.
"That is an option," Hart
said Calling the statute "convoluted," Mart said, 'The
statute doesn't make clear

where the line is Hie statute is
very confusing It's a mishmash ■
Cook said, "The term 'hazing' is bizarre ind hat no legal

u
The term 'hazing'is
bizarre and has no
legal definition.
— Aaron Cook
Allomej

definition."
The attorneys and the prose
cutor all said they have not
heard of any previous OMM
where a precedent was set fot
defining hazing or the hazing
statute being challenged in
court "I'm not aware of any
reported cases," Cook said.
According to the statute, a
school official must expel a student "found guilty of hazing or
mistreating another student so
as to cause bodily injury."
Hart said, "We hope to never
test that part of the statute
became we don't anticipate Mr.
Price being found guilty."

Moyers said, "We very
rarely have any hazing cases.
This might be the first in a couple years You normally associate hazing with a college environment."
The trial for the two students
takes place Feb. 13 at 2 p.m. in
Rockingham County's (leneral
District Court.
The university will wait
until after the criminal case has
run its course before taking any
action against the students,
according to a Nov. 29 issue of
The Breeze.

Manner
comment.

declined

to

or stay asleep, leave your bedroom and engage in a quiet
activity elsewhere. Do not permit yourself to fall asleep outside the bedroom. Return to bed
when — and only when — you
are sleepy Repeat this pro* ess
of often as necessary throughout the night
• Vl.unt.nn a regular .mse time,
even on days <>ir work and on
weekends.
• Use your beiintom only for
sleep and sex.
• Avoid napping during the
daytime. If daytime sleepiness becomes overwhelming,
limit nap time to a single nap
of less than one hour, no later
than 3 p.m.
• Distract your mind. Lying in

bed unable to sleep and frustrated needs to be avoided. Try
reading or watching a videotape or listening to books on
tape. It may be necessary to go
into another room to do these.
• Avoid caffeine within four to
six hours of bedtime.
• Avoid the us-' or nicotine close
to bedtime or during the night
• IX) not drink alcoholic bever■gai within four to six hours of
bedtime.
• While | light snack before
bedtime can help promote
sound sleep, avoid large meals.
• Avoid strenuous exercise
within six hours ot bedtime.
• Minimize light, noise and
exlremes in temperature in the

bedroom.

Fair to highlight
available majors
FAIR, from page \
learning about what other
majors JMU has to offer to
nuke sure that the major I
have selected is right for me."
Kmst slid, "I fed like the
student and teacher HDIVMIl
tattVM at the Majors Fair
would be helpful in directing
me to a major mat would allow
me to express my talents."
Many professors appnviate
the opportunity that the
Majors l.ur provides David
CatOthen. department chair of
mathematics and statish, s.
said, "There is a great deal of
information about majoring
opportunities for mathematics
that students can learn about
at the Majors lair and |the fair)

is a good opportunity for getting the information out [to the
students|."
In addition to the Majors
Fair, the Academic Advising
ami Career Development pro
grain also offers BIS 200 — a
Caraaf and life planning
course, career counseling
through the Major and Career
I toononi Programming available daily, "Career Cuide to
|MU Majors" book and an

employment unm
I or more intormahim about
the Majors Fair, contact

Academk

Adviaing

Got a news tip for us? Here's a tip for you — call us!
If we don't hear about it, we can't write about it. Plain and simple.

Breeze news: X8-6699
Transcendental Ants Council paesents:
The Symbolic, Sublime & Surrealistic

MEN'S

I i 0 i

IALL

according to artist DAVE CURTIS

Students in FREE with JACard!

This piece of history will be showing at

The artfbi »a«9er
Coffeehouse & Cyber Cafe
January 27 thru February 23
Meet the Artist: February 8th, 2002 • 7-9pm
Gel there(!) before time runs out
The Artful Dodger is located at:
47 West Court Square
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
and can be reached at (540)432-1179

ROUND OUT VOUR COLLECTION WITH THESE
MUST HAVE TITLES <T1^IHM»

MILES DAVIS
Kind ot EUlitt

BOB DYLAN
Blood on dig tiact

*

*'

DAYS INN

-

Sponsors:

c^HENANDOAH

q^RILLE

ll'flKltHJTATI

Outrigger Peer Educators

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
Oafknesi on the Edge ot Town

Required.
So are energy, enthusiasm, dependability, leadership and
character
Do you think we're asking too much? We don't either,
because we know you're out there
JOHNNY CASH
liveAlFolk.inPim.il

JEFF BUCKLEY

IGGY & THE STOOGES
RJW Pinw

WE BUY AND SELL USED CD« DVDs VMS VIDEOS AND VINYL! BRING EM IN!

MJ

434-99969
790 96 E MARKET STREET
in Kroger Shopping Center)

1
■

■

-
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WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

end

Career
Development
in
Wilson 301 at \8-6555 or visit
its
Web
site
at
uiim\piiu.i\lu/am\T.

We don't think we're being too picky Wa are looking for
potential, not perfection We etra looking for Outriggers.
Are we looking for you?
Applications are due in Taylor 203 or 205 on
Wednesday, February 6th by 5pm
http///www.jmu.edu/orgs/outnggers
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There has been a great effort
to pull the national eye off of
the war and onto Enron."
JOSH PORTER

junior

"For the sake of drivers,
bikers, pedestrians and
partiers everywhere in
Harrisonburg. an 'Amen
Hallelujah!' is in order."

see column, page 8

see house editorial, below

CLARK NESSELRODT
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

The hookup: exactly
what am I connected to?
THE M£W

PoRTgepu&uc

£0,4 D BECOMES OPTIMA,
DRAt-R/VCl'JCr o«POMl>

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

Planned upgrade to danger zone needed
Anyone who h.i^ CUT
driven on Port Republic
Road knows thai it isa death
trap in disguise. Plagued by
Ill-tuned lights that hold up
traffic, \ arioua exits for major
highways ami an overabundance Of people in a hurry,
the Btretch of road between
i Jeff A\ enue and Main Street
is downright scary. Each
driving adventure is s nushmash ol careless left-tumert,
impatient big rigs and careless pedestrians who fail to

realize that they do not have
the right of way when they're
not in a crosswalk It is a > <T
liable clanger zone — and

st during the day.
At night. Port Republic
swells into I ni.w.i of party

goers in all forms. They are
the pimped-out drr
expensh e cars, the tipsy tomcats who probably shouldn't
be driving. They are pedestrian- m too-tall boots cloins the
walk nt shame, risking their
pretty little necks shimmy-

ing next to the guard rail,
looking down at cars on
Interstate 8] and desperately
trying to get back to the
Village in one piece.
For the sake of drivers,
bikers,
pedestrians
and
Kirtiers
everywhere
in
arrisonburg, an "Amen
I lallelujah!" is in order. The
Harrisonburg City Council
finally has realizecfthe horror
that is Port Republic Road.
Seeking funds from the
Virginia
Department
of
Transportation to make it a
reality, City Council has
developed a three-phase
plan to improve the area
Phase One, slated for
completion around August
of this year, should include
an additional lane for traffic,
hopefully easing some of the
bottlenecking that occurs
when drivers hold up the
flow of traffic to rum into the
many outlets along Port
Republic Equally as benficial, the entrance to Ashby
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JMU honor system should be understood Student discusses autism in "I Am Sam"

lo the press abne chequeredaa it is witkdmsm, tkttoorld is
indebted foe nil the triumphs which have been gsmed by
rsnsonsnd humanity oner errot art oppression "

lull. 8| I

letter of support and working with members of City
Council, SGA expressed concern about student pedestrian safety issues on Port
Republic and in general,
according to the Jan. V Issue
of Vie Breeze.
Marking the first time
City Council has approached
SGA for input, this is a huge
stepping stone in bridging
the gap. The area serves as
the largest area of studentresident concentration in the
city, so it is crucial that student input be a factor in the
planning, and a miracle that
actually appears to be one.
And while there are no
concrete plans for what
Phase Three will be at this
point, rest assured that
improvement is improvement and whatever changes
are
made
along
Port
Republic must be good, for
the situation and can only get
better. Danger zone be gone;
happy driving to you.

LETTERS
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Crossing, a major area of student traffic activity due to
residents of the complex and
customers of Neighbors convenience
store,
Dave's
Tavema Express and Dairy
Queen, will have a turn lane.
From Forest Hill Road to
Devon Lane, eventually to be
continued all the way lo
Ncff, there will be a bike path
and Sidewalks divine drivers
the trouble of avoiding daring pedestrians and bikers,
and vice versa.
An expensive project,
with Phase One alone potentially costing VDOT around
$900,000, it will be a project
well worth the money and
the effort. City Council Isn't
the only group that realizes
the need For such a venture.
The Student Government
Association, continually trying to bridge the gap
between
JMU
and
the
Harrisonburg community,
has Joined in the fight for
VDOT approval. Writing a

A week in the life of the A or B will find a fellow Type
A or B, or the unthinkable will
average JMU student is a
well-structured and organhappen: Type A will meet
with Type B, or visa versa.
ized thing. It has to be. We all
live extremely busy and chalOnce this unthinkable mix is
lenging lives. However, in the created, tragedy is inevitable.
midst of all of the chaos, there For some reason, I do not
know why, an AB match is
is one thing that constantly
rests on the back of our submuch more likely than the
conscious — Sex. The subject
ideal AA or BB match.
cannot be avoided. In fact, the
Needless lo say, A A matches
entire college experience is can develop into relationlike one big sexual experiships, and the fruits of that are
ment. You cannot bring 15.000
for another article. The BB
people between the ages of 17 match will result in a night of
and 25 together in one city
intense passion, and neither
and not expect the sheets to party will think twice in the
get rumpled. This "sexual
morning when they leave not
experiment" as it is, leads to quite sure what the other permany an odd phenomenon son's name was.
around Harrisonburg, one of
What this article will deal
the most fascinating being
with is the terrible tragedy
the hookup.
that ensues after the AB match
Mother Nature is drawn to has occurred. Until the end of
college campuses. The subtle the night, these two different
mix of alcohol, dim lighting,
types of hookups are more or
loud music and steamy dance less identical. However, in
floors is simply too much for that instant, when one person
her to resist. We have all borne leaves the other's apartment,
witness to this. You are dancthese two hookup styles take
ing, having a wonderful time on dramatic and frightening
with vour friends, when sud- differences. Believe me, I
denly,
there
they
are.
know firsthand. For some reaInstantly, the room goes to a
son, 1 have fallen prey to the
blur, you can no longer hear
AB match far too many times
the music, and all that you are
in my time at JMU. I am a
conscious of is that person Type A. Characterized by our
and the hastening beat of your broken hearts, guilt-filled
heart. You walk toward them,
Saturday mornings and inner
your eyes locked on each
monologues that say things
other. And then, the climax — like: "Why should I feel
words. It is a moment that can
guilty? I never even took my
never be relived, the moment,
socks off," we are the ones,
when you spoke to "that perwho are constantly traumason" for the very first time.
tized by torrid nights spent in
Sadly, these dramatic first
the arms of a Type B.
words are usually along the
Has our generation forgotlines of "Hey," or if you're
ten what it is to date? When
lucky, "Hi there."
did the ultimate act of a first
So there you are, looking at encounter turn from exchangthe one who caught your eye
ing phone numbers to wild,
from across the steamy dance passionate sex? Furthermore,
floor. This is the point when what are the ramifications of
the hookup experience begins
this evolution? At the end of
to take on different shapes for
the modern-day hookup, one
different people. In my expeperson is satisfied, while one
rience, there are two main catis
crushed.
The
name
egories that people will fall
"hookup" is indeed deceivinto at this point in the
ing. We are not hooking up,
"hookup dance." Type A for a hookup indicates a sort
immediately looks 10 years of connection. If a connection
down the road, picturing this were really present — why
person driving a minivan full
are all of my fellow Type As
of their children and attendstill sitting around wishing
ing bimonthly PTA meetings.
the amazing night they had
Type B, says "nice rack," or back in November could have
"nice pecks," and envisions a
been something just a little
night of passion followed by a
more lasting?
short goodbye.
Clark Nesselrodt is a
One of two things will hap- freshman philosophy and relipen at this point: either a "type gion major.
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To the Editor
As the former president and current representative for
)MU's Honor Council, I was very disappointed after
reading "UVa. Alumni Pay the Price for Honor,
Tradition," in the Monday, Jan. 28 issue of The Breeze.
This article was very informative about UVa.'s honor system and its difficulties; however, I was disappointed to
find ihat there was no comparison to, nor any mention
of, JMU's honor system.
One main difference between UVa.'s and JMU's honor
systems that I feel all JMU students should be aware of is
that UVa.'s system is single-sanctioned, while ours is
multi-sanctioned. This means that any student found
responsible for breaking UVa.'s honor code will be
expelled, and there is no other option of discipline. At
JMU, however, we have several options for punishment
ranging from an F on the assignment in question, to a
more severe sanction of expulsion. I find this distinction
important because at schools that only have single-sanctioned systems, honor code offenses often are overlooked,
as the school does not want to impose such a harsh penalty on what might be thought of as a minor offense, such
as writing a friend's name on the attendance sheet.
I do not mean for this letter to be a lesson on JMU's
honor system. I do, however, think it is extremely important for every student at JMU to understand our honor
system, as each of us are bound by this code upon
entrance to the university. I invite The Breeze to write a
story on JMU's honor system, not just focusing on our
punitive role but what we are doing to promote academic integrity within the university, something in which I
hope each student here holds as a top priority.
Sara Bromberg
senior, political science

Editor's Note: The article referenced above was a Wire story
which originally ran in The Baltimore Sun. It was not produced by Breeze reporters.

To the Editor:
I am writing in response to a movie review that was
written of "I Am Sam" in the Style section of the Jan. 28
edition of The Breeze. Not only did I strongly disagree
with Zak Salih's opinion of the movie, but I was extremely hurt and offended by it.
I was blessed to be born into a very special family with
an older autistic brother. I get extremely frustrated with
the way the world reacts to him sometimes, and I quite
often feel like nobody understands the pain I feel. I anxiously await movies like "Rainman" and "I Am Sam"
that realistically show not only the pain and hurt that
come along with having a disabled family member, but
Ihe kind of unique and wonderful things that go along
with it as well.
Many of the comments made in regard to the movie
were harsh reminders of the way our society really is. The
quote which referred to Sam's friends as a "posse of
K.iiium n and Gumps" was not only extremely insensitive, but incredibly ignorant. Our society does a very
good job at grouping people with differences into categories like these and neglecting to see them as individual
people. Each disabled person, and non-disabled person,
in that movie was different. They had different lives,
struggles, strengths and personalities. A writer would
never think of referring to a group of Asians in a movie as
a "posse of Jackie Chans" simply because they were all
Asian, because that would be offensive.
One of the most painful things for me to read was the
line referring to the behavior of Sam and his friends.
" Their mussed up hair and curling fingers will be humorous to some not because they have any great one liners,
but because they deliver average lines with their childlike
linguistics." The author of this article very obviously has
never spent any good amount of time with someone with
mental differences.
mLBTTBMS;ptgl7
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Differences cited between State
of the Union and state of media
The State of the Union
address was a positive --t.irt
for the New Year. For the first
time since President George
W. Bush's dramatic speech
following the attacks of Sept.
11. Bush returned to the
House chamber to deliver
another speech in hopes of
strengthening unity and support for the ensuing war.
Ultimately, I think he was
successful, although I can't
argue that there wasn't an
aura of disagreement when
Bush began proposing his
budget.
Unity, however, was still
strong when Bush brought
up war and homeland
defense efforts. Luckily, for
the sake of unity. Bush
focused the majority of the
address on the war on terrorism and our homeland
defense. Bush boldly pronounced, "The state of our
Union has never been
Stronger." There is plenty of
evidence to back that up. He
still holds strong public support for America's war
against terrorism, with presidential approval ratings in
the 80 percent range, and
we've received great news
that terrorist attacks against
our homeland have been
thwarted because of this

campaign.

In
addition,
Alan
Greenspan, chairman of the
Federal
Reserve
Board,
recently caught the public
eye by announcing that he
believes the recession is coming to a close (perhaps thi* is
a sign that the coming budget
war won't have to be so bad).
So there we have it, a strong
union. It looks like we seemingly are headed in a positive
direction. However, when I

-4 6
// appears as if the
president and the
national media are on
separate pages.
watch television or listen to
radio news broadcasts. I get a
different message.
It appears as if the president and the national media
are on separate pages. As an
example, I'll use the Enron
"scandal." The president
regards our war on terrorism
as the primary issue for our
country; the media has seen,

in recent days, the Enron situation as the primary issue.
There has been a great effort
to pull the national eye off of
the war and onto Enron.
Recent polls have shown that
Americans trust Bush and are
giving him the benefit of the
doubt over the Enron incident. Translation: Guilty or
innocent, Americans are willing to set the Enron debacle
aside and stand alongside the
pr."-ident in a rare show of
unity, at least for now.
Frankly, this kind of support has surprised me. And
despite my pessimism, the
American
people
have
remained unified. This unity
has undoubtedly caught the
media by surprise as well.
They have been reluctant to
publish this recent finding
(although if you search, you
can find the poll on touloday.com) and, in fact, have
basically ignored and hidden it from the people. They
still continue to grind Enron
into the brains of the
American public.
Additionally, take the
media's perspective on the
recent treatment of the terrorist prisoners in Cuba.
Remember that photo the

One of the most amazing
things about my brother is the
fact that he doesn't try to be
funny, but quite often is. It can be
very entertaining to hold a conversation with him. Since he is
limited in what he will talk about,
something out of the ordinary —
but very ordinary for a normal
person — can be very funny in a
loving way. The fact that he called
these "average lines with childlike linguistics" shows me that he
has never seen that special side of
a disabled person. I didn't see this
as "poking fun" or a "desperate
attempt at comic relief' as he so
eloquently put it but rather as an
insight into how humorous a dis-

abled person can be
I urge everyone reading this
to see "1 Am Sam" and to enjoy it
It is a wonderful story that shows
how uniquely compassionate
and insightful somebody like
Sam can be. I urge you not only to
enjoy the story, but pay attention
to the way Sam is treated on a
daily basis at restaurants, at work
and on the street. Pay attention
to the cruelrtess somebody like
him encounters and how horrible it feels to watch it. The next
time you find yourself wanting
to stare or laugh, remember
that person is somebody's Sam
and smile.
Katie Bucher
senior, quantitative finance
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Darts

Darts A Puts art submitted anonymously
arul printed on a s/iaceaxailable hash.
Submissions are based u/ntn one person s
opinion i>f a |JHm sitiuition. /tenon or event
and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Pats

E-mail darts and pat\ to hrcc/cilpWhounail.com

Pat...

Dart...

A "you-are-the greatest-teacher" pat to
my GSCI 103 professor who let m take
my test early so I could go to the
Duke/UNC basketball game Thursday

A "stop-trying-to-relive-the-glory-olthe-Alex-Vessels days" dart to The Breeze
for running a cheap knock-off "Real
World" column.

From a Blue Devil fan who feels guilty for
his nmii-tlart in his column byline, but is truly
grateful for your kindness and understanding
for his last-minute request.

Sent inbyagrad stiulent nostalgic for the
era of hate lists and Turf scandals.

Dart.
An "a re-you-victims-of-society-or-just plain stupid?" dart to all the exceedingly
thin girls I always see at URFC working exit
rritraenry on those second-floor machines.
Sent in by a male settlor who can assure you
lhal guys aren't attracted lo skeletons, and really totshes you uvuld give it a rest because you 're
doing yourself more harm titan good.

Pat...

A "don't-let-the-femi-Nazi-disanirage-you" pat to the gentleman who we
hope continues to practice random acts of
kindness by holding doors open, even for
ungrateful strangers.
From a group of girls that is Itapjry to read
that chixxilry ts not dead, and hopes that
maybe one day you II be holding the door for

ontd m

Dart...

Pat-

An 'T'll-walk-you-across-lhe-streetany-day" pat to the cute girl who struck
up a conversation with me while playing
Frogger across Cantrell Avenue.
From a felloio beach lotvr who wishes he
kept walking the MM direction as you instead
of going to his car.

A "learn-how-to-be-a-music-criric"
dart to the writers at The Bnvze who obviously feel every band that comes to
Hinfeonbunj i~ ■ g,*l send from the
heavens.
Sent in by an annoyed reader who think.-.
you could be a little more critical.

see STATE, page 8
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Safety in Harrisonburg
questioned
To the Editor
Apparently Harrisonburg
isn't as safe as I thought it was.
After a couple friends and 1
were assaulted and robbed at
University Place on Jan. 26, I
was surprised to find myself
angrier at the Harrisonburg
Police Department than with
the group that attacked us.
It only took a couple min
utes to find a police car on
Main Street after the incident.
However, rather than putting
in a call to alert the other
patrolling officers of this
group, the officer "helping" us

Fresh Baked Bagels
Great Sandiuiches & Subs
Open 7 Days at 6 a.m.

THE

EDITOR

proceeded to question us on
the events for well over five
minutes. We had to ask for a
ride back to University Place in
order to get my car because
none was offered. After dropping us off, I expected the officer to drive around the complex for suspicious activity.
That would have made sense,
but the officer drove back out
to Main Street to continue his
patrol for drunk kids.
I was infuriated later that
night to find out that the same
group, in the same complex,
attacked a friend of mine
walking by himself only half
an hour later. I highly question the intentions of the

Harrisonburg
Police
Department. The only concern
of the HPD seems to be
rounding up intoxicated students in efforts to keep them
from driving.
I know many police officers
are very concerned and dedicated individuals, but on the
whole, 1 have little faith in
Harrisonburg's force to provide adequate protection to the
JMU community. Drugs and
alcohol are valid concerns
around here, but that does not
justify the HPD in focusing its
complete attention on these
relatively innocent offenses
(when compared to unprovoked physical violence). All

the JMU police log reports
involve theft and underage
possession of alcohol, but
Saturday night's adventure
obviously was not an isolated
incident. I now realize that I
can only rely on myself for
my own safety. Please keep in
mind that Harrisonburg is
not as safe as many believe —
and God help you if they find
you drunk.
Tim On
sophomore, CIS
Editor's note: The Harrisonburg
Police Department was given
the opportunity to respond
and had not at the time of
publication.

Olde Mill Village
Spacious, affordable,
comfortable, and convenient!

Heart Shape Bagels
Buy 5 Bagels,
Get One Free.

We have: Free phone/cable/ethernet Your own private phone line, with voice
mail and call-waiting; basic cable including
nearly 50 channels, and ethernet - all
right in your own room!!

>rder in advance,w/this cour.

Mr. J's Bagels

Plus - Extra large living room/dining
area, huge laundry room with your own
full-size washer and dryer, and a great
location extra-convenient to the Quad area.

The basics: 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, individual leases.

Free Home Fries
Buy Bacon Egg a Cheese,
Get Free Home Fries.
exp. 2/15/02 (w/this coupon)

Market Square East
1635-57 E. Market St.
564,0416

Rockingham Square
1731S. Hight St.
432.1386

Harmony Square
1741 Virginia flue.
442.1997

•Level grounds with no hills to climb
•Air conditioned & heated with energy-efficient heat pumps
•Ample parking, including guest parking
•Well lit parking areas and walkways
•Convenient bus service in the complex
•Basketball court
•Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments

11A South Avenue,
Harrisonburg

IIVANIA..I KIA1 1\
«N \..l >U Nl i

(540) 432-9502
www.oldemlllvillage.com
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Nicole Difilippo

Whitney Taylor

A^H />'ans on taking over
the earth."

TtGHE WALLA"nmnlmmt plurrogmphfr

sophomore, IDLS

sophomore, marketing

"Edward Scissorhands
— with those fingers
he managed to get a
girl. Unreal."

Marvin the Martian
I because, like me, he

"The donkey from
'Shrek' because in the
morning he's making
waffles."

"Quail Man because lie
wears underwear over
zM his pants."

C'arin Mansfield

Adam Wilks

sophomore, ISAT

sophomore, IDLS

Topic: What fictional character is your hero and why?

'State of the media' questioned by student
MM I
media wleascd showing them
bound, blind folded and their
ears covered so they couldn't
hear? This sent people screaming
about the treatment of the pnx I \
en lor days this story conquered the news headlines as
countries and Americans scrambled to decide when- they stood
on the taMlft It was found shortly
after that this treatment was only
the procedure when the prisoners when* arriving, and only
while the\- were being mobilized.

After their transfer was complete,
they were completely unbound. 1
personally don't see the problem
of leaving the prisoners bound
for as long as necessary; this substantially lowers the risk of
another American being killed
by these wicked tem>nst>
The point that I'm making is
this: Bush has captured the confidence of the American public
and it trusts him. The people are
content with Bush at the helm
1 Wt proven that he knows what
is best for the country, and his
State of the Union address has

outlined the progresses that
we've made and the agenda for
the future Why must the media
concentrate on issues that, for the
time being at least, Americans
have shown no concern for, and
issues that can only smear the
unity that we are now enjoying?
One must question the motives
that bring issues such as Enron to
the heart of the national media.
Bush and the American people
seem to agree on what is best for
our country and stand united in
the efforts to rid the world of the
terrorist's ability to create terror.

Mission Coffee -i

in the Rockingham Memorial Hospital Garden Cali^
Tues Wed Thurs Gam-Bpi

Perhaps the media needs to
take another approach. I'm not
suggesting an approach that
totally ignores news that some
may feel is news worthy (even if
I happen to think it's not). What 1
am suggesting is that they more
properly weigh, in an impartial
manner, the effects that the news
might bring. I'm suggesting an
approach thai brings unbiased
news that can help, aid, inform
and enrich the lives of
Americans.

THE OPINION SECTION WANTS
YOUR STUFF

Submit
SEND COLUMNS AND LETTERS
TO NOWUNTD

josh Porter is a junior political
scictice major.

Whether it's the train, the
plane, or your front door,
Shenandoah Shuttle
will get you there

' Shuttle pickup from
your school's campus
- Transportation to any
airport, train station
or your front door!

eV

Utf*

0tid

Shertandoah Shuttle Is your first
step in travel for spring break
Qet your group together and
reserve your seats today.

smAmM

SHUTTLE.
For more info,
including pnees, please call

540-885-5576
www.shenandoahshuttle com

Clouerleaf Check Cashing
Tax refunds checks cashed,
payroll checks, insurance &
almost all other types of
checks cashed!
FPCC money orders until
March 1st 2002
(No Strings Attached).
Money orders normally 251;

4421450

Clovericat Shopping Center, HarrUonburg, Va.

Invest in your future
with Circuit City's

Corporate
Financial
Training
Program

E-MOTION:
A Selection of Works
BY ARTIST
MEGAN SPEIGHT

Accessible through www.upb.org/limotion

FRIDAY , FEBRUARY 1
THROUGH THURSDAY, FHBRUARY 28

Explore your possibilities with a
great Fortune 200 company!
Information Session
Monday, February 11, at 7:30pm
Taylor Hall Room 302
Free Refreshments!
Resume Preselect Deadline
Tuesday, February 19
On Campus Interviews
Tuesday, March 19
For more college recruiting
information, check us out online:

E-motion is an online gallery brought to
you by the University Program Board
Arts Events Committee, a recent effort
by UPB to better support and serve the
artistic communities
of JMU.and Harrisonburg

www.circuitcity.com/careerconnect
W« promote • drug-free workplace
and «r« en equal opportunity employer.

1 or more inlo ^
contact 568 6217 or '
vi.-il \\ w \\ .111)1).oi'ii
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haiku & Cartoon

by seth moreau
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Need Roommates?
Roommate parties will be held on
Thursday Feb. 7th at The Commons,
South View, and Stone Gate leasing offices.

Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane

II Mill

432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

South View "3

Stone Gate
Office Hours
Mon-Fri 8:30 am-7 pm
Sat. &Sun. -i2pm-4pm
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HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday - Some years you go forward, but this year you II go back. Review
what you should know by noiv, and dig into it even further. An old area of study
regains your interest, as you discover all sorts of new treasures.

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
mg
Today is a 7 - This is not a good
^MM* d.lv fur .1 U'.im effort, even if your
^^J team is ranng to go More planning is required. Seems like
you'l I batfl dafalg nothing else. You'n
advancing, and thereby encountering a
whole new set of problems Like emone
.it a time.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^- I Today is a 7 - Stand back a bit and
^Bkj let someone else speak for you.
S!jf This person can state your case
better than you can. Besides th.it
frees you up to do something else. A
strong advocate for your ..HIS.- IS ,I
solid investment.
Gemini (May 21 -lime 21)
Today is a 7 - It may be difficult
to express ivh.it s on your mind,
especially when it comes to
money. Get your facts straight
before you speak. In about 10 days, it'll
gel easier. From now until then, do

flfc

the homework.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 - You're still hdng
\ all sorts of problems, including a
' few technical difficulties, but
you're not facing them alone
You have a powerful person on your side.
If you feel overwhelmed, call for help.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
IDdaj is ,i 7 I IIVI is going to
li.iw tn w.ut while you take care
HI burifMM Promise to meet
tomorrow nlghl instead of
lonight. If you hustle you ll have dam
enough by then to iiistih (,lnd pay (or)
another i\ ild fling.

£&:

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
j Today is a t. - Evaluate your
pl.ins with a critical eye. Now is
the time to dt4 Ida W tt.it to toss
and wh.it to nv< Sell the valuable stuff so that you can buv something
special. Nothing says you have to lose
money on this deal.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 5 - Most things will
a^m"' "to longer th.m expected and
^^9? require more effort St.irt shopping for the next big item on
your list. An insider tip could lead you
right to it
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
^today is ,i 7 - Ihe things you try
f^» that don t work are actually very
f^^j helpful rhere'll be about three or
four of them before you find the
thing that does work. Don't give up.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
^^ -*v Today is a 7 • You're a naturalftj born leader, but lately vou ve felt
^r^ more like a follower. Don't fight
it. Learn as much as you can
from the experience.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
' ^m Today is a 6 - Malta time lo work
>OT on your schedule and rearrange
^^M your priorities Some things you
^^^ wanted to do now will have to
be postponed, but other opportunities
arise. A conversation with a person you
love brings needed support and encouragement. Make the call.

j^k

Today is a 7 - Pay attention to
what's going on behind the
l^\ scenes. That s where the action
is. Ask a few leading questions
and get the clues you've been after.
JP

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
-^
Today is a 6 ■ You're more deci{£%} sive now. You can see that some
^aW of the t.isks on your list no longer
need to be done. Scratch them off
without a twinge of guilt. This makes the
rest much more manageable

3

2

ACROSS
1 Chatters
5 Coats and cloaks
10 "American Gigolo"
star
14 AC/DC power
15 WWII hero
Murphy
16 Bleacher bleats
17 Road to a star?
19 Fertility goddess
20 Related product
21 Big birds Down
Under
22 Since, in Scotland
23 Iomega drive
25 Pat ot "The
Smothers Brothers
Comedy Hour"
27 Deliberate subversion
32 Court order
33 Chat-room laughter letters
34 To be heard
36 Boldness
39 Military group
41 R. Dysart series
43 Bridle strap
44 Art grouping
46 Window sticker
48 Actor Wallach
49 Work shift
51 Sent another way
53 Improve to standard
56 Sots shakes
57 Insect's feeler
58 Obstacles
61 Drink to
65 "Cosmo" rival
66 Road to madness?
68 Asseverate
69 Mr. Ts outfit
70 Buffalo's lake
71 Piano parts
72 Break times
73 Stout's Wolfe
DOWN
1 Swell guy
2 Jal
3 -noire
4 Madly delusional

1

4

14
17

l5

2»

28

44

49

H
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'1

1
1
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39

57

■
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5 Pallid
6 Hold sway
7 First father?
8 Centerfold
9 Playground plank
10 More ghastly
11 Road to financial
security?
12 German river
13 German city
18Screenwnter Loos
24 Gloomy effect
26 Coffee server
27 Fake coin
28 First-rate
29 Road to a wrong
turn?
30 Incite
31 Swiss mathematician
35 Carp cousin
37 Depraved
38 OK city
40 Fur traders
42 Electoral district
45 Observe
47 State-run gam-

"I I
30

• Large kitchens fully equipped with modern appliances
• Extra Capacity Washers & Dryers in every apartment
• Huge sparkling swimming pool
• Awesome Clubhouse with large screen TV, DVD, stereo,
• Pool and Fooseball tables
• State-of-the-art Business and Fitness Center

Visit our Leasing Center
in the Clubhouse,
1941 Sunchase Drive
(off Neff Avenue)
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Section Two

Crossword Puzzles:

1w

Story by contributing writer Lisa Marietta
Graphics by graphics editor Stephanie Nelson
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A History of JMU Crosswords
Despite its popularity, the crossword puzzle has not always
been an integral part of The Breeze. Here is a short history of
the puzzle and its changes through the decades.
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The first crossword puzzles in
The Breeze were in the early
1960s. Titled Scriptease, they
were rare and disappeard in the
mid-'60s until they appeared
again in the 70s under a different
name. This crossword was taken
from the April 1, 1960 issue.

m

■ H|
One Across: An arrangement of numbered
squares that usually are
filled in with words, in
response to correspondingly
numbered clues. Two Down: A
particularly baffling problem
(hat is meant to leave one mentally perplexed.
Congratulations to those
winners of the shortest crossword puzzle in history! If one
could solve the above puzzle,
then consider it an accomplishment for the day. Tnese black
and white numbered boxes may
appear to be innocent, but they
can start a person on the long
mission of completion. Whether
in the Airport Lounge or on the
public transport buses, students
scrunch their brows and chew
off the ends of pencils in need of
the word that will make all the
difference.
"I do the crossword puzzle
in The Breeze every Tuesday and
Thursday," senior Anne Agnew
said. "They are compact enough
so you can do them in class and
they are challenging. They are
all the rage. Everyone in
Showker does them."

-6 6... the more you do the
crossword puzzles, the
more you understand
the language...
In the early 70s, The Breeze
crosswords were renamed
Targum. Although seen more frequently than in the '60s, Targum
was not published in every issue.
This Targum was taken from the
Nov. 10, 1972 issue.

m

— Lauren Friedery
sophomore
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Crosswords were not seen regularly in The Breeze until the late
'90s. They were renamed as simply the Crossword Puzzle. This
one appeared in the Oct. 16,
1997 issue.

In the 1980s, the crossword was
again renamed the Collegiate
Crossword. This was taken from
the Sept. 4, 1984 issue of The
Breeze.

The Breeze started printing its
crossword puzzles in the early
1960s, which took on the name
of Scriptease. However, the
puzzles were not published
every issue and for most of the
'60s were nonexistant. They
reappeared in the early '70s
with a new look and a different
name, Targum, but still were
not a weekly feature of the
paper. In the '80s, the puzzles
were renamed the Collegiate
Crossword. It was not until the
late '90s, however, that students
and faculty could find a puzzle
in almost every issue.
Although no longer zesty in
label, crossword puzzles are
now an inherent part of The
Breeze. The word teasers are
taken from an online subscription to a wire service.
Last February, The Breeze
changed its size from a tabloid
paper to broadsheet, and many
puzzle players on campus
became known.
Senior Ryan Pudloski, last
year's graphics editor for The
Breeze said, "As soon as the size
of the paper changed, students
started to complain that they
couldn't sneak their crosswords
into class anymore. This wasn't
a problem that could be fixed,
but at least I didn't cut off the
bottom of the clues. I am sure
the complaints were coming in
over that, too."
Although these issues
bothered quite a few students, some were gradually able to adapt to the
changes. Junior Jamie Berry
said, "When the paper size
changed last year, I was at first
annoyed, but then all I really
had to do was fold the paper to
make it small and compact. In
class, I just tuck the puzzle
under my pad of paper."
Perhaps this is a solution to
be tried in class, but what about

all the other occasions when
people work on these puzzles?
Around campus, one can witness students huddled in
groups, reclining in a couch,
laying on the Quad, almost anywhere really, and all for the
same purpose.
"I do them every Tuesday
and Thursday," Berry said.
"Usually to make the time go
by faster in class. They are a
really good challenge."
Sophomore Katie Klein said,
"Usually my friends on my hall
help each other with the
answers. Though lately it's been
them telling me all the answers
that 1 couldn't figure out."
These puzzles could take
anywhere from one hour to
days to complete depending on
one's level of experience.
Sophomore Lauren Friedery
said, "Do what you know first,
and the more you do the crossword puzzles, the more you
understand the language and
the quicker and easier they are.
Looking up the answers is
cheating, so try to find an alternative way to get the answers."
Klein said, "I really appreciate the reusing of clues once
and awhile. It makes the puzzles just .i bit easier. A> far as,
using a certain formula or M) It,
I'm not that sophisticated yet."
And when in doubt of
your own abilities. Berry
said, "If for some reason
1 don't complete the puzzle, it's
only because they have lame
.Illt'S "

So when and where did
these puzzles come from, and
why are they such a cntc'
According to the American
Crossword Puzzle Tournament
Web site, www.crosswordtoumamenl.com, the very roots of
crossword puzzles started in
19th century England.
Originally elementary in nature,
the puzzles were published in
children's books and various
learning-enriched periodicals.
However, it wasn't until the
puzzles came to the United
States that this word discovery
started to appeal to adults as an
intellectual pastime.
Journalist Arthur Wynne of
the New York World is accredited
with the first publication of the
"word-cross" in December 1913.
The only striking difference of
crossword puzzles from then to
now, is going from a diamond
layout with no black squares, to
the geometric pattern seen
today.
The crossword fad became
incredibly widespread in
the mid-1920s and they
began to be featured in all
major publications. The puzzles
took on a life of their own as
each writer personalized the
crosswords with his or her own
twists and styles.
Not a decade later, crossword puzzles experienced a
rebirth in Europe. Currently,
British puzzles have been
declared the most challenging
and inventive on the global
variety
Whenever feeling inspired,
students can find a crossword
housed in every issue of The
Breeze. One might be somewhat
of a bona fide genius, with the
ability to make word plays that
dance on the wit of the human
imagination. George Eliot once
said, "This is a puzzling
world." It is indeed, if one sees
through the rosy glasses of the
strange feeling accompanying
the self-fulfillment after completing a puzzle. One Across:
The Two Down: End.
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Deadline: Tuesday,February 5
Questions? Call Allison at

tes

568-6541 or email
<the bluestone@jmu.edu>

The time for this year's Shoot Yourself contest has
arrived. The Bluestone staff invites students to submit
their most creative photos according to the following
guidelines: your photo needs to show a glimpse of
your life at JMU outside the stereotypical college life.
For example you and your roommates potluck dinner or
your road trip to Florida. We have left the theme broad
to encourage variety and creativity. Yet at the same
time we can not and will not accept photos containing
inappropriate content.
A selection of the submissions will be featured in the
book as the Shoot Yourself contest, but the top three
winning photos will be large feature photos.
Drop off all photos in Anthony Seeger, room 217 with
your name and year, local phone number, local AND
permanent address, the names of the people in your
photo and the title of the photo. Write the info on a
separate piece of paper or on a post-it note, DO NOT
write on the back of the picture. All pictures will be
returned in May, or mailed to your
permanent address over the summer.
Photos may also be sent through
campus mail addressed to The Bluestone Attn:
Shoot Yourself, MSC 3522.
For examples of past Shoot Yourself
winners, visit the Bluestone website at
www.jmu.edu/thebluestone.

The Blueitone
The Yearbook of James Madison University
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i- Hit-and-run lessons

"Have the courage to say
goodbye, and then leave."

"Grand Thelt Auto .V for PlaySiaiion
2 gives users the driver's seal in a
night of car-jacking adventures.

psychologist, sex therapist
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Str story below

One-acts explore
humanity's depth
BY KATIF- HCMT

staff writer
Sometimes it is hard to find
the right words to talk about the
big things in life, like love, death
and just plain living. Sometimes
the only way to get one's feelings across about such ambiguous concepts is just to show
them. That's the idea behind
"Feeding the Loveliest Garden,"
the newest production a!
Theatre II opening this week.
"We're exploring the cycle
of life, love and death and the
life force that drives that cycle
onward," said junior PJ
Maske, one of the show's
artistic directors.
"Feeding
the
Loveliest
Garden" is a compilation of
three previously written one-act
plays merged together. M.i-k<
and her 13 cast-mates created
unique stylized movements to
connect the scenes. The show's
name is a combination of all
three scripts — "The Loveliest
Afternoon of the Year," by John
Guare, "Feeding the Moonfish"
by Barbara Wicchmann and
"Suburban Garden" by T.S.
Stobart. Fach one of the three
segments contains "he" and
"she" characters and addresses
the concepts of loving, growing
and loneliness.
Senior Becca Worthington,
who plays an indefinable "she"
in the show's first act, said the
three separate one-acts were
never intended to be performed
together.
"The parallel between the
three shows is actually uncanny," Worthington said. "They all
express the dynamic of the
male/female relationship and
celebrations of the beauty of

human
relationships."
Worthington said that "Feeding
the Loveliest Garden" contains
every element of theater one
could look (or.
"No matter what kind of
drama you're attracted to, you'll
find it:
tragedy,
comedy,
romance,'' Worthington said.
The events onstage are not
the only thing that makes
"Feeding the Loveliest Garden"
such a unique experience.
M.isk, s.ikl th.it putting the
show together was quite differ
ent as well.

-uWe're exploring the
cycle of life, love and
death and the life force
that drives that cycle
onward.
-PJ Maske
junior

Maske and fellow artistic
director, senior Austin Bragg, put
a lot of thought into how they
wanted to create the production.
According to Maske, she and
Bragg had a vision of what they
wanted from the show.
"We're not shooting for the
same type of theater experience," Maske said. "|We want] a
more rounded experience for
the audience."
Thmugh an application and
interview process, a "team" of
14 students was formed. Kaon
member of the cast not only

contributed his or her acting
skills, but also took on an integral part of the pmduction of
the show,
"We wanted |the applicantsl
to show us they were talented in
things other than acting,"
Maske said. She said thai the
choreographers, senior lauren
Spivey and sophomore Crystal
CyElosua, played crucial parts in
making the show unique by creating its movements. These
movements accompany the dialogue to serve as alternative
ways of communication.
The team has been working
on "Feeding the Loveliest
Garden" since the beginning
of December.
Worthington
said being
invested in every part of the
show is a challenge she loves
"(It's been| challenging but ver\
unifying," Worthington said
"This unity of process hopefully
will n *sult in.i unity of product."
Cast members spoke of the
unpredictable reaction audience members may have to
the show. This may be due to
what Worthington said HrU
the show's "extreme element
of surprise."
Members of the show were
reluctant to divulge too many
details about the workings of
the performance Maske said
she and the other cast members
want the audience to have a dif
fen'nt theatrical experiences,
"It's a beautiful production,"
Worthington said.
"Feeding
the
loveliest
Garden" runs from Feb. 6 to 9 at
9 p.m. at Iheatre II. There will
be a midnight performance Feb.
8. Admission is S3. Tickets can
be purchased at the dcxir

BECKY GABRlTiJuaffphoiotrapher
Senior Becca Worthington and freshman Kevin Murphy perform in one of three one-act plays
that comprise "Feeding the Loveliest Garden" at Theatre II this week.

Soulful Havens
stirs up the Square
BY MIKE CROWLEY

ROBF.RT SKTT/p/uMtf «&!,»

Woodstock artist Richie Havens makes a living touring the
world and performing soulful melodies. Havens performed for a
packed audience at Court Square Theater Friday.

Dead-end
relationship
diagnosis

broke into song that Havens
contributing writer
unleashed his thunderous
Legendary
folk
artist
singing voice and highly
Ritchie Havens put his soul
charged guitar playing His
into the music when he perdisintegrating guitai picks
formed Friday night at Court
and howlingemolion.il lyrics
H\ CAROLE GOLDBERG
Square Theater.
seemed to reflect that he truly
"lay it on with a trowel. Say it
The Hartford Courcmt
Most people recognize
was putting his entire soul
must be all your fault. Say, T
Havens as the man who comart by graphics editor
into the musk
know the one after me will be
Stephanie
Nelson
menced
the monumental
Havens played an array of
your heart's desin' '"
1969 Woodstock Art and
originals that voiced strong
Scx>n it will be time for deliv"Kill them with kindness.
Music Festival with his emoopinions on current social
ering gifts and declaring affecKindness is the answer to
tional two-hour performance
issues, including racism, date
tion, for sending mushy cards everything'
is
Havens has toured continuand war. Havens eloquently reand extending commitments.
my mother's
ously since then. After 37 designed rock 'n' roll classics
Soon the person you have watchword."
years on the road, constant
like Bob Dylan's "All Along the been dating — and perhaps
Iftherela
travel and living out of suitWatchtower" and the Beatles'
mating — will look into your
t i o n s h i p' s
cases, his hard work and dedI lere Comes the Sun."
eyes and say, "I love you." going
ication has paid off.
Between songs, Havens
And she or he will expect to nowhere, end
Havens performed as if spike about various issues
hear the s.ime
it now, advised
Court Square was the most
including America's situation
Soon it'll be Valentine's Day.
clinical psycholoimportant gig he had ever had.
with terrorism. As he did in the
But if you know that he or
gist and certified sex therapist
Onstage, Havens mentioned
'60s, and continues to do today, she is not your one true love;
Sandra Scantling, who has an
that he had been amund the
I Livens used his music as his and you'rv thinking about endoffice in Farminglon, Conn.
world about 20 times, and that
platform to become a human
, ing the rela"Be honest but not brutal,"
by now, "It's so nice to be anyrights activist and spa-ad posi■aid Scantling, author of
where," he said.
tive messages.
I xtraordmary Sex Now: A
The venue was packed with
Alter the performance ol his
Couples Guide to Intimacy"
an eclectic group of old and
spiritual anthem "Freedom,"
($23.95, Doubleday). "A relayoung fans alike. Regardless of
Havens displayed his "preachtionship should not be discardthe contrast in age, everyone
er persona" by getting the
Ming
ed like laundry."
wined to share their excitecroud oft its feet and engaging
hurtful truth until
The Etiquette Grrls agree
ment of the show.
in a call-and-responsa sing- V**Day is safely past, even U it The Cirrls. Lesley Carhn and
Havens began by affecalong. Sophomore C.arv Low
means pretending? Or break Honore McDonough Brvln,
tionately greeting the CTOWd
said "Ritchie doesn't just put
things on before it arrives?
authors of "Things You Need
in his quiet, gentle whisper
OR ■» concert Ifa more like he
The consensus among psvTo Be Told: An Etiquette
that he displays between
i rcatea an environment for poa>
i holOgiatJ and prolesMnn.il
Manifesto" ($9.95, Penguin
SOngt. It was not until he
iti\e anenj to thrive."
advice-givers: Break it, don't
Putnam), have a breathless
fake it.
infatuation with capitalizadoing through the pretense
tion but a firm grip on relais bad, and they will be twice as
Honahlp realities
mad when you do drop the
le-.. by all me.ins, if you
bomb,"
said
Dear
know that things have
will be held at noon, 1 p.m. and
ture, exposure to direct sunlight,
Prudence,
advice
gone terribly, horribly
2 p.m. Ice Knstals Inc., baaed in
ventilation and indoor *>r out- columnist
for the
_rn awry, then it's best to
Manassas, creates ice sculptures
door location. An average ice
DUMF
online magazine Slat V DUMrt
break up as quickly and
for all kinds of occasions,
blivk weighs 100 pounds and
iivwioltite.com).
painlessly as possible,
including corporate and govmeasures 40-by-20-by-10 inches.
'Stringing the pi
rather
than
stringing
ernment-related events and
Once sculpted, most Ice BCub
1
son along because vou
you ^ someone along," man laid
parties. The two owners, Kris
tures weigh between 150 and
don't want to experience the
via e-mail. TheGrrta, whose
( irioi and Chris Wyer, got their
200 pounds I arger sculptures
pain of telling them is just a
Web site is www,ettouettegrstait in ice sculpting while
mn reai h 500 to WOO pounds.
way to avoid your own disrls.com, also recommend takstudying as chefs at culinary
translucence was created
comfort,"
said
i eelle
ing the blame, even if you
schools and resorts
in an attempt to familiarize
Silverman,
a
licensed
psydon't
feel the collapse of the
The
sculptures
| re.iled
Students «ilh art and to make
chotherapisl with Silverman
relationship is all your fault
tomorrow will remain on disit accessible 10 students other
Professional
Sen It ea
In
"Breaking
play on the commons for the rest
than ail majOIB,
McDonald
Hartford, Conn. White lies
up v\ ith tome
of
the
week
\i->it
said. "It should he gotxl time "
are not helpful, she laid, Be
one is difficult
u'U'U'.hekristals.com to see a
Limited spaces remain foi honest and direct."
enough,
gallery of ice sculptures similar
ice sculpting lessons |o sign
LOSER
>SEfl )
But be gentle, cautions I Var
no
to those that will be created on
up. \ isii the urn office m Prudence, nom de cyber for there's
need to be cruel
campus. In case of rain,
Taylor 203. For more inforMargo Howard, whON mother
about it and pm
"Translucence" will be held Feb.
mation on the UPB arts
is advice maven Ann Landers. vide a complete
12. Ice sculptun-s last tor several
events committee, e-mail
She BBV8 blame yoursell, and
Mi I* pff l:<
hours, depending on tempera\L I lonald at mcdonakl.

Icy conditions to hit commons
BY SCOTT KINO

staff writer
I he sound of picks and
chisels breaking ice will be
heard tomorrow on the commons, no matter what the temperature is outside
For the first time, the
University Program Board is
sponsoring an ice-sculpting
event called "Translucent e
"(Translucence is| a combined demonstration and
workshop,"
said
junior
Kathenne McDonald, UPB's
director of arts events. It ll ■
way for students to become
familiar with art and the art
process Kiev cm contribute
to its creation and have I

great experience "
Iwo artists Iroin Ice Kristals

Inc. will create two sculptures
on the commons at 11 a.m.
Following the event, students

66
{TranslucenceI is a way
for students to become
familiar with art and
the art process.
— Kalhcrinc McDonald
junior

99
who previously have signed up
will receive ,i one-hour lesson
in how to sculpt ice. lessons
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Steer toward successful steals
B\ Sn DRAINER

<•{ the game

n niOT writer
Sometimes It's jusl eesiei t. *
give In to Illegal tendtnctet,
especially when the Indulgence

Indudinfl strong

-^t^Vvdjjr-

gen around Cot small amounts
of money And if all that isn't

language and violence ttial may
be orfensrve

-i»-

enough, man are many hidden

Although "Grand Theft" ii
free-form m Its pl.n style, the

goodies in thestavts, alleys and
buildings oi Liberty City.

+ Zirkk Home gallcrirs. Ain.mU ttalkry and Other Gallery,

virtual. "Grand JhcU

plot sdvances through missions

Auto 3/" currently available
onl) for Playstation 2 and can

vehicles have many features
since the mainstay of the game

Mon Thur noon 5 p.m., Fri. & Sal. noon-4 p.m., free

lor various crime bosses includ-

is onh

Ing loon to thf PC
<i completely imnu'i-iw experience

ing me mafia and other gangs
Missions lor the same crime
K»s require ililli-n-nl appriMi li-

choosa a radio station to suit
their listening BMtM SUCh M

when' the pl.niT bUCM «>n tht'

es, providing a varisd game

daask

pemnaUry of .» common car

play experience. Apart from the

jacket m .1 bis dry
With re.ilistu we.it her. Ml

*.ir stealing missions, there's
arwai i something else to do.

radio Each car handles dUte
entry; some are easy to handle
but slow while others are faster

IS

.irr.iv of vehicles to Meal (each
oi which "drive" differenay),

For more noble players, Ifa

thousands 0( virtual pedeabiens end annoying frame jams,

possible to steal emergency
vehicles and lend a helping
hand by killing « nrnm.ik dislh

it i easy to font! trial it's just a

ering victims to the hospital or

Rama. lk> warned, however
then? arc manv mature features

putting out Rres Stealing .i bud
allows players to torr\ passen-

* 3avrhH r.allery: The Art (iu\s.'"Sereniu.

Is driving various cars. Players

rock,

opera

and

Mmi.-Kri. 10:30

11. 4.30 p.m., Sal. & Sun. 1:30 p in.- 4:30 p.m., free
I * New Image Gallon: "Melinda Trout UBIanc: His Ahsence is
I Palpable," Mon.-Thur. noon-5 p.m.. Fri. & Sal. noon-4 p.m.. free

talk

[♦ TraiLslucence. common.*.. Tin1 11.1.111., free

Rp$iC

.mil harder to handle.
I lie detailed environment
and \ efBBtUa styles of gameplay

I* Contemporary Music Festival. Anthony-Seener Hall, Wed. 6-8

make t imnd Theft Auto 3" an
experience that almost any
video game plaver can enjoy

I

again ,m<l again

Free

I* COnlemporar. Music Fesli.al. Anthony Sceger Hall, Thu. 7-8
0HTW>4 KOTKSTAK CAMPS

Ip.m., S2
I* Contemporary Motto rMhal, Wilson Hall. Fri. & Sal. 8

America's new blend trend

Ip.m., Si
I* Contemporary Music Festival, Wilson Hall. Sun. 8 p.m., $2

-llrtw * D9n($—

From tankinis to sporks, culture is more a mix of everything
BY LINTON WEEKS

tal mirror that

The Washington POM

will help you

monitor your heart rate and
blood sugar lewis

TheRufus II by Nike ll it .1
walking shoe1 A clog? A sports

hanks rhey used to be sun
ply places to stash vour cash

sneaker? The no-hcel. rubbersoled, slipperes*]ue thing looks
like all three.

play screen that can receive
video signals. YOU CSB1 watch

backgrounds and ages and
classes together into a combi-

"Apocalypse Now" while you
ugh it.

nation salad.
We blend our words into

The

strange-looking

Bell

V A banks,.in sell am kmdot
product." siid Tracey Mills of

Boeing V-22 Osprey marries
"the vertical takeoff, hover and

The palm si/,- Handspring
Treo: Is it a cell phone1 A video

the
Ann-man
Bankers
Association. "You can get auto

vertical landing qualities of a
helicopter with the long range.

game player7 A personal digital

insurance, mortgages, broker-

assistant?A mini computei f Ml

age services, life insurance —

oi the above?
And the Pontiac Aztek:
AutoWivk proclaims it "a mini-

basically am financial services
product vou need.' Banking
laws changed in 1999, she said.

fuel efficiency and speed of a
turboprop aircraft," according
to its designers K this another

van

and that was the beginning ot
the blending

SUV, Btatton wagon and

motor home all rolled into one."

Si v\hat is it?

t (spray crashun

blaring from a VW van carrying
girls in poodle skirts to a cosmic

ters, fitness clubs, TV and
recording studios, r.nii« 1 statii III

also whitens your teeth.
Your favorite bookstore is

came sofa beds. El Caminos and
the candy mint/breath mint

and gift shops

also a coffee shop and music hall.
Your cable TV connection deliv-

that Ux>k the Cert out of certainty. Now we're surfing along on

reviewers rave thai the popular

er movies and Internet access to

board game Cranium is mil) a

an apparently endless Blend
Trend, living in the age of the

mixture of Pktionary, Irivial
Pursuit. Balderdaah, Name That
Tune and charades.

your
home.
Everything
becoming everything.

spoon from a fork, a restaurant
from a playground and a hot
dog from a hen. Then began the
blending of America.

Along

Pastimes: (>n Aim:-

Twix,
the
spork,
the
McDonald's Play Place and the

more confusing.
Or more simple. Depends on

how you look el it
The Blend Trend is changing:

"I, and several women I
knew, were feminist butch
women who were disinclined to
obey patriarchal expectations of
femininity," Devor writes ,i ha

st,rt

* Frl"»y. February 8th
AND MANAGEMENT
CARL AND MARY HAYNES WELCOME YOU TO

SHOWTIMES
Mon.-Fri.
7 also 9 30 pm
Sat. & Sun.
2 - 4 30 • 7 a 9:30 p m

11
_
•2 •3 ~
■4-

"Here we were trying to be
really good feminists and really

All entries must be turned into
Ihe Breeze office (basement of

person you are nominating deserves
. 10 be made over.

Shaiio* Hal eon
Th» Fast and i"e
Funous eon
Legally Blonde rail

S3.50
Per Person

Anthony-Seetjer) by Friday, Feb. 8.
,
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Lanes

Bowling Alley

Sake / J Register Your Team Today

Behind Enemy Lines
All Stats

E-mail:
leai/Major:.

Please submit a recent photo as well

Call 433-8886

MAI I

eon

Nominated by

as a one paragraph essay on why the

FOtKids' A"V

CLIMBINGTREE MOVIEHOUSE
VALLEY

Name:

□ MaleD--*™*

seemed to |ust as often think
that we were men.

■MOVIE INFO:
Call 801 8500
lor Ihe Movie
"Phantom"

You know someone who
needs it — SO JUST DO IT.
r
A-fashion-nado Makeover Contest
Phone:

Nowhere is there more
blending than in the United
■states We've melted the melt-

Our neit big attractions

[before 6 p.m.. S7.25 after. Call 434.7661

personal journey. "We thought

hybrid killing machine that
combines an assault rifle and a

"Bandits" and "Hardball

Call

limits of Duality"

fied women,' but other people
who didn't know us at all

ingand a heunet mounted dis-

All 'New"
Wide Screen
Stereo
Surround
Sound m
Auditorium t
Only'

the
1989
book
"Gender
Blending:
Confronting
the

King in Budapest. And Tex\le\ in Beijing.

scientists are developing a digi-

E

ask Marilyn Manson. t >t K11 h I
ogist Molly Devor, who wrote

newly
developed ' mjet tiv e
Individual Combat Weapon, a

ing pot and become a pureed
people We toss races and ethnic

I Park." "I Am Sam," "Kale Si lepold." "Kung Foul: Knter the
I Fist." "Ocean's Kleven," "Orange County," "Slackers," "Snow
I Dogs," The Lord of Ihe Rings: The Fellowship of Ihe Ring." The

of ourselves as 'woman-identi-

grenade
launcher
with
day/night sighting, laser target

I Remember," "Birthday Girl." "Black Hawk Dcmn." "Godsford

I Count of Monte Crislo," The Molhman Prophecies," $5.50

Burger

There's a

I * Regal Cinemas 14: "A Bciuliful Mind." "A Walk to

and comes back.
Genders are blending. Just

ated

pace.

I Fri. Si Sal. "Hie Others." 7 & 9:30. $2 vv/JAC

bowling alley. Anything goes -

Blend Trenders believe in the

Vanity At the MIT Media Lab,

OWN ERSHIP

is

Call it globalization, call it
imperialism, but cultures, too,
are commingling at an acceler-

The military. Battle minded

chicken trank.
And frankly, it's only getting

-"BUSINESS
Office 8018570

Crest toothpaste with the
Scope-mouthwaan component
NSM

I * Grafton-Stovall Theatre: Wed Is Thur. "Mulholland Drive,"

and now is with a heterosexual
man) and Knronomics,
pressing various decade sensibilities so we have disco music

blends ice cream with candy.

—FioVits—

top), hasbian (a woman who
was in a lesbian relationship

confusion?
More
than
40
Marines have been killed in

ingand praying houses A Wi I
ship today otter a smorgasbord
of opportunities family UN

Time was you could tell a
cookie from a candy bar, a

U3W/JAC

barkitecture
(dog
houses),
tankini (a bikini with a tank

We even blend time, com-

|ust
look
around.
The
Blizzard at the Dairy Queen

*/ a midnight show Fri., S3
I * Senior Dance Concert. Godwin Studio. Fri. Si Sal. 8 p.m., $6,

neon neologisms, as recorded
by Logophiha.com, such
as

shining example of fusion? Or

Churches Once unprepossessing spots mostly for preach

I * -Iceding Ihe liveliest Garden." Theatre II, Wed.- Sat. 8 p.m.

$1.00 Discount
if you show your
college I.D. card
anytime

801-8570 for Special Rales for Birthdays, Groups & Schools

*J

BIG BROTHERS
Bid SISTERS

or
email: bigbrofi rica.net

All teams will Bowl for Kids' Sake on Saturday, February 23, 2002,
between 9 a.m..to 5 p.m. at Valley Lanes.
Please call us at 433-8866 if you have any questions.
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SERVING THE SHENANDOAH VALLEY FOR 20 YEARS
'From One tv Oru 1 rwusandl

All Services In-House
-Embroidery
-Athletic Design
-Screen Printing
-Graphic Design
-Digitizing Available
Rush Orders Wolcomo
-Clubs
-Reunions
-Mouse Pads

-Corborat*
-Sororities

-Fraternitios
-Schools
-Business
-Vehicle Magnets

Ye* r mi W«

-Teams
-Fund-Raises
-Photo Tees

Keep It in Per.
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REVIEW

THE CINEMA SCOOP

Kidman makes a wish
BY JESS HAKBURY

comribulinf; writer
As the lights dim, the contusion sets in. "Birthday Girl," the
film by up-and-coming director
Jez Burterworth, is full of lies
and deceit that result in a
refreshingly honest movie.
Nicole Kidman and Ben
Chaplin star in this flick about I
lonely British banker who
decides to buy a bride from a
Web site called, "From Russia,
With Love." Once Nadia
(Kidman), his bride to be,
arrives, John (Chaplin) finds she
does not speak English, and the
uncomfortable struggle to get to
know one another ensUM
When Nadia's cousins come to
visit her on her birthday, John
discovers that no one is who
they seem.
Although a strong climax is
lacking, the movie finds Ml
strength in capturing the
essence of what it is like to be
lonely
and
desperate.
Mmj
emu
uesperaie

"BIRTHDAY GIRL"
STARRING:
NICOLE KIDMAN
AND BEN CHAPLIN
RATED: R
RUNNING TIME:

93 MINUTES

666

Chaplin's emotive eyes tell his
story beautifully. Few words
can describe the emotions he
portrays as his life is turned
upside down in a matter of
days. Kidman brings the movie
to life using her body as a
metaphor for the mind's struggle between love and wealth.
Intimate MA acenei bring the
audience closer into the worlds
of both John and Nadia as they
struggle to divide how they feel
and whether they will recognize
the love they share
Mixed emotions surface
aoout
about rvacna
Nadia'ss character as she

tones viewers to question
who the film's real heroes
ought to be. Running just over
90 minutes, "Birthday Girl"
leaves the audience with a
surprisingly abrupt ending.
Many will wonder if it is an
ending that answered the
film's question.
"Birthday Girl" is perhaps
more of a "slice of life" movie
than one with a traditional formulaic beginning, middle and
end.Yet the film forces its audience to realize that we are all
human after all.
«■
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Break it off the right way
BREAK, from page 13
litany of why, exactly, you are
breaking up," such as: "You're
a thoughtless, arrogant, stupid, sloppy jerk. Plus, I hate,
HATE, HATE the way you
chew grapes!!!!"
Scantling said keep it simple:
Be dear about what went wrong,
and don't belabor the issue.
"Don't suggest a trial separation to let him (or her) down
gently. That only prolongs the
agony," she said.
Would that it were so easy. It
might be, if you lived in Japan.
There you can hire a wakaresaseya (literally a breakerupper) to do it for you — for a
fee that can, in extreme cases,
reach $150,000.
Although no- one recommends the chilly impersonality of
an e-mail or voicemail message,
there's some disagreement on
whether to deliver the bad news
in person or by personal note.
Margaret Shepherd
of
Boston, a calhgrapher and
author of "The Art of the
Handwritten Note," is, of
course, a proponent of the note.
Her book offers advice on composing a "Dear
John" leirer,
letter.
pwamg
uvai jonn

including nhttMei lo get you
^t.irtcti. Midi ,iv "lt\ been good,
but it's over," as well Bfl BOOM to
avoid, such as, "1 never loved
you." And, said Shepherd, dun I
sign your note "love"
Receiving such news in
person. Shepherd said, can create "an awkward, vulnerable,
terrible moment."
Shepherd recommends handdelivering the note — to the
home, not the workplace. That
avoids the awkwardness of seeing the person while you know
— but he or she doesn't — that
the note is in the mail.
It's MtffeC sl«' Ndd, "for good
or ill, to put it on paper and get
the heck out of there."
No, no, say the Etiquette Grrls.
"If at all p*>ssible, break up in
person and in a quiet, pn\ate
location, not by any electronic
device, not by singing telegram,
not by having a bunch of thcee
Turns-like Wee Hearts with the
sayings on them printed up
with messages like 'See Me in
Hell!' 'You're a Jerk' or 'Fall Off
the Face of the Earth ASM'
"You must muster the
courage to do it yourself. Unless
high, ana
and are in
you are in junior nign,

the habit <>i p.isMiig notes in
study hall."
Scantling puts it bluntly: "If
you've taken your underwear
Ofl together, you deserve a faceto-face conversation, it's not
easy, but there is a right way to
do it. with integrity."
I.H k [haw, .i licensed clinical
psyi hologist with Counseling
Affiliates of Farmington and
Glastonbury, Conn., said if
problems in the relationship are
not correctable, the most important thing to do is to sit down
together at the earliest possible
moment.
Be considerate and listen, he
said <■Mfci MjppOft MM h .is holding a hand, if the news is difficult
for the other person to hear.
"I don't see a substitute for
doing it face to face," he said
Miss Manners, also known
as Judith Martin, alto has contemplated the complications of
breaking off a romance. She
once offered this thought, which
may reassure both partita
m<»st rejected people net over
their rejections and go on to live
perfectly gtKKl lives, sometimes
made happier by remembering
wnat
what might have neen
been."

The blended life: does it simplify or complicate?
THE. from page 14
woman-identified and other
people thought that we were
men. How ironic!" Devor
writes "I named us genderblending temales."
What's going on?
Here are some theories:
There's nothing new under
the sun, so things arc melting
into one another. We're trying

to cram 10 pounds of living
into a five-pound life. We try to
multi-task. As a result, devices
meant to save labor actually
create work. We spend hours
programming
our
Casio
WQV3D-8, I wrist camera
watch that tells time, takes
color pictures and transfers
them to our computer.
The blended life is more

complkated. We're all crossdressed up with nowhere to go
Or perhaps the world is getting simpler. Who needs a backpack full of equipment when
rau'vt got Jeep's new 11-in-l
Survival Kit?
In one appliance, you'll
find: a five-inch black-andwhite television, an AM/FM
weather band radio, a lantern.

a fluorescent lamp, a flashlight,
a warning siren, a clock, a thermometer, a compass and audible mosquito repellent.
We're blending foods. Pass
the tangelos. And the broccolini.
And energy-drink boosts that
mix minerals, herbs, vitamin*
and botanicals.
Perhaps the universe has
stopped expanding. It's reached

its outer limits The Big Bang is
over and the Big Boomerang
has begun. Like an overinflated
balloon, the firmament has gone
about as far as it can go and is
now beginning to contract.
Matter is collapsing in on itself,
creating some very strange
compositions, such as the new
Timex T600 CD-stereo system
with digital AM/FM radio.

nature sounds, alarm clock and
IncUgjO night light, or the Afro
Celt Sound System, a six-member British band that combines
Celtic harp lightness and West
African melodies with rhythmic
Asian undercoatings in a

i ondon clubbish mbc-masti
Is that explanation too simpie? Or too confusing? Or a
mixture of the two?

WEDNESDAY
$4.99 Prime Rib Sandwich

HIGHLAWN

2 for 1 Burger Night

'AVfLION
Evelyn Byrd Avenue, Harrisonburg 540.434.PAV2

If one chance at life
was all there was. . .

PAVILION

Recruiting Has Begun!
Apply now to be an

INTERNATIONAL
INTERN
. I though! that I'd make the most of it. So at an early age I decided to live life
to the fullest I had girlfriends, I was near the top of my class scholastically, I
played sports, and I was good at music, I went to parties Whatever my friends did. I
I did. But in this frenzy of seeking life and satisfaction, I couldn't do anything or
have anything that would take away the nagging sense that my heart still hurt
inside and I couldn't figure out why. Some of the popular kids went to this weekly |
Christian meeting, so I did too What I didn't know then was that God had
something to say to me. The summer before my junior year of high school I went
to camp for a week and heard words that would change my life The key speaker
at this camp shared with me 4 things from the Bible: I God loves me and wants
me to personally experience His unshakable, eternal love and peace for my life.
2. I'm separated from God because He is perfect and I am not, and therefore I
cannot be in Heaven with Him when I die 3 God sent His son Jesus to die for me
personally, to pay the penalty for those sins and allow me to fully experience that
love through relationship with Him. 4 By accepting Jesus' payment for my sins,
and asking God to come into my heart, I can experience His love and know that I
will be with Him in heaven after I die
I gave it a try. I decided that I wanted to ask God to come into my heart
and be in a relationship with Him through Jesus' forgiveness of my sins. My life
has never been the same since. Over time I have learned so much about God's
love for me and have learned to trust Him with the things in my life: family,
friends, school, and the future. I now know from experience that God is
incredibly mighty, deeply loving and unfailingly faithful He has promised never
to leave me and He has promised me that I will be in heaven with Him at end of
my lifc-and because of this I have great hope in what He has planned for me.
Each day I wake up knowing that I am unconditionally loved, no matter what is
going on in my life, good or bad I could never have imagined this before I asked
God to come into my life, and I'm so glad that I did
"Find me here Speak to me. I want to feel you. I need to hear you You arc the light|
that's leading me into the place where I find peace, again
You arc the life to my
soul... and how can I stand here with you and not be moved by you?"
-Everything by I.IFF.HOUSE
For more info on what n means to have a relationship with God feel free to email me,
chapamaefttjmu edu Or stop by C'RU (Campus Crusade for Christ's weekly meeting! to
check il out, Thursday at 8p m in the second floor HNS auditorium.

More than 50 positions are available
for next fall, spring, and summer terms
in Western/Eastern Europe & Latin America.

Contact Judy Cohen's office for details:
Phone 568-6979 or e-mail <cohenjk@jmu.edu>
or come to Hillcrest for an application
or go to www.jmu.edu/international/internships
Deadline? March 1st for all terms
This is opportunity knocking .. .
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September 11th changed everything.

1*

Our culture's heroes were once sports figures and Hollywood actors.
Today, they are firefighters, police officers and military personnel.
Whose hero will you be?
How will you make your life count?

Start thinking about these questions at the...

MAJORS FAIR
Thursday, February 7th
11-12 p.m.
P. C. Ballroom
Ponder these questions with representatives from all different areas of interest
including majors, minors, concentrations and pre-professional programs.
Call 568-6555 or go to www.jmu.edu/career for more information.
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There are positions open for
managing editor
or advertising manager
Submit a resume to Julie Sproesser at The Breeze
by February 8th
(in the basement of Anthony Seeger)

Questions? Call 568-6127
Not sure? Check out the job descriptions
at www.thebreeze.org in the forums section
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■ Tribe has spoken
College of William & Mary
narrowly defeats Dukes in
women's gymnastics.
SM

SWIMMING
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This was more of a day to honor the seniors
before we go to championships in three
weeks at (George) Mason University."
MATT BARANY

men's swimming coach

story Mow

See story Wow

& DIVING

Seniors
win in
home
finale
BY KERRI SAMPLE

BY JEFF BEYOGHLOW

Contributing writer
Ask yourself what pride
is. Is pride waking up most
mornings at 5 a.m. for a grueling aquatic workout? Is it
still having the die-hard love
of a sport that has been part
of your life since the age of
4? Is it taking on a stoic
administration and standing
up for what you believe is
right? If you asked senior
swimmer
Anne-Courtney
(A.C.) Cruickshanks, she
will certainly say yes to all
the above.
"It comes from the heart.
That's the way it's always
been," she said And when
she says it, we believe her.
For three years, this softspoken-yet-spunky swimmer and her giant heart have
been competing vigorously
for JMU, laying smackdown
after
smackdown
on

Colonial
Athletic
Association opponents. So
get your goggles, we're
going for a swim.
Cruickshanks credits her
older sister for turning her
on to the sport of swimming
and remembers taking to the
water at a young age.
She was only 4 years old
when she joined her first
summer league team, and by
age 10, she was in the pool
year-round. Subsequently, it
was around this lime that
her nickname evolved; teammates would cheer her on,
but "Anne-Courtney" took
too long to say. It did not
take long for others to notice
her natural ability, and right
away she became involved
with some of the premier
coaches at that level.
"My coaches have all
been excellent. I have to
acknowledge them for my

development. They made me
set goals," Cruickshanks
pointed out.
Growing up in Richmond
and swimming for her club
team, Poseidon, it was clear
that she would be swimming
at the collegiate level.

-Gift comes from the
heart. That's the way
it's always been.
—A.C. Crukkshanks
stnior. women's swimmer

-5V
Cruickshanks'
college
swimming odyssey began at
Northwestern
University,
which she attended for one
year before transferring to

JMU. Being closer to home
and taking to the coaching
staff right away made the
transition an easy one.
"Coach Gwynn Harrison
and I were on the same level
from the get-go. We both
had the same goals as far as
the team was concerned,"
she said.
The formula worked and
the women's team has been
a contender ever since.
Individually, Cruickshanks
excels in distance swimming
and has never been much of
a sprinter. From meet to
meet, you can see her dominate in the 200-meter butterfly, 500-meter and 1,000meter freestyle, with her
favorite event being the 400meter individual medley.
Her secret for success is
knowing to just put points on
the board and believing that
whoever wants it more will

triumph.
She
strongly
believes in winning as a team,
and that no one person can be
greater than the entire unit.
Cruickshanks doesn't just
fight for the women's swim
team in the pool, either. Last
year, during the sports funding
fiasco,
she
was
embroiled in a number of
controversies,
mainly
involving scholarships. One
of the proposals (which was
passed) effectively took
away all scholarships for the
men's and women's iwlffi
teams. This severely restricts
the team as far as recruiting
and takes away prestige
from a proud program,
according to Cruicksh.mks
At a particular meeting,
Cruickshanks marched up to
the panel of administrator!
and handed back the three

contributing writer
Kickboards banged and
cheers rang out through the
crowded Savage Natatorium
Saturday .is the DllkM Mid
goodbye to their 14 graduating seniors. Senior Day
proved to be not such a sad
day after all, though, as the
men swept Virginia MIIII.UA
Institute, 131-74, and the
women equally destroyed
Kadford University, 143-65.
The men's team took 10 of
the 12 events it competed in
dunng its last home meet of
the 2001-'02 season.
"This was more of a day
to honor the seniors before
we go to championships In
three weeks at (George)
Mason University," men's
coach Matt Barany said. "It's
preparation. We're having
fun, and I think this is really
a great day for the seniors."
A great day it was indeed
for the seniors, with Tommy
Quimby taking first in the
100-meter freestyle, and Joey
Kaminsky Liking first in the
200-meter freestyle and second in the 100-meter butterfly.
Captain Matt Keaney took
first as part of the 200-meter
medley relay. Also leaving
JMU this spring are captains
Adam Minister, Joe Molle and
John Mel .area
"This really is just preparation for our final meet,"
junior Ryan Hegna said. "I
think we are looking really
good compared to past
years, even without having
any freshmen. Hopefully
we'll win conference."
The women's team had a
more monumental meet
against Radford, as two pool
records were broken and senior diver Tiffany Kirkham
qualified for the NCAA
Zones, making her the first
diver from IM l to do so in six
naif. She clenched the qualifying score with her final dive
on the 3-meter board. Her
total of 261.825 was more than
enough to edge out both
Mariaaa Merritt and Cora
I>egereof Radford.
The 200-meter freestyle
relay broke the pool record

tuA.C,page is
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WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS

MEN'S GYMNASTICS

Tribe edges Dukes

Dukes fall short in JMU Open

Shear scores personal best 9.775 on beam
BY JEFFREY CRETZ

senior writer
The women's gymnastics
team lost a nail-biter of a
meet to ihc College of
William & Mary 190.8-189.65
at Godwin Hall Saturday
That is not a reason for discouragement as the Dukes
have increased their score in
each of their last three meets.
JMU topped WrStM in the beam
and floor exercises.
Two gymnasts had their
scores counted in all four
events — junior Janelle
DiOrio and sophomore F.rin
Fitzgerald. In collegiate gymn.ists, six athletes compete in
each event, and the top five
scores are counted.
DiOrio set a personal best in
the beam with a score of 9.850.
She said, "I've always loved the
beam. I've always been very
comfortable while performing."
DiOrio also was satisfied
with her floor exercise and
looked very lively, scoring a
9.600 while performing to
the music of "Had To The
Bone" and "Jungle Boogie."
Junior captain Lauren
Shear competed in the beam
and floor, scoring her per-

sonal best in the beam with a
9.775. She said, "I like the
floor the best, but I get in the
zone while I'm on the beam."

-46
We've always done best
as a team on the floor
and beam. It's been a
really hard transition
losing 10 seniors.
— Lauren Shear
junior, gymnasi

—

55

Shear said, "We've always
done best as a team on the
floor and the beam. It's been
a really hard transition losing 10 seniors. As a team,
we're going to work on
increasing the difficulty of
our bar routines."
DiOrio and Shear accounted for the top two scores on
the balance beam. Fit/gerald
and sophomore Erin Dooley
scored the two highest scores
str\AII*Bm:K.t*gfl8

BY KELLY SCOTT

staff writer
The men's gymnastics team
statistically suffered a loss to the
College of William & Mary and
the Naval Academy Saturday
night, but the team remains positive about the rest of the season.
The Dukes sprung, flipped
and flew across the blue sprung
floor gaining a competitive team
score of 33 points, a hairline
away from the Tribes' 33.85, and
not far behind Navy's 34.6.
Senior Luke Edstrom led off
for the team, earning an 8.2 for
his routine. The' underclassmen
followed suit with four routines
that proved they have stepped
up to the collegiate level.
Freshman Lucas Buchholz held
onto effortless flips and an
immobile handstand sequence,
gaining the highest score on
floor
for
JMU. Freshman
Jeremy Etzkom nailed his landings to acquire an 8.1,and freshman Brett Wargo gave a solid
routine for an 8.25. Senior Nick
Blanton and sophomore Jason
Woodnick also brought home
two high scores of 7.8 and 7.7,
respectively.
The pommel horse nvi
almost all competitors a little

trouble, as most individuals
from each team either stopped
or slipped off once during their
turn. Woodnick stopped once,
but he established nice speed
and a smooth flow of moves his
second attempt giving him the
highest JMU score in the event
of a 7.05.
Edstrom maintained a completely composed and focused
face while starring the Dukes off
on parallel bars, spinning his
score into a 7.5. Blanton finished off the set with an 8.1.
Unfortunately for JMU, W&M
remained a point ahead, and
Navy a little more than two in
the event.
JMU managed to raise its
spirits again for vault, tallying
five of six scores above an 8 and
one a 7.4. However, the Tribe
and the Midshipmen still held
onto a lead of one point in vault.
Blanton, Woodnick and junior Josh Goodwin managed to
tame the not-so-still rings to
hold onto scores of 8 2, 8.05 and
7.5 respectively. The other two
teams, however, edged the
IXikes out of contention once
again for first and second.
Fatigue might have Ml i" b*
tttJMU,p*gl 18

CHRIS \ '\M\)MxagpkHosniphrr
The men's gymnastics team fell to the Naval Academy and
the College of William & Mary Saturday in the JMU Open.
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Seniors go
out winners
SI V/0JU from pmp 17
with «i finish of 1:39.28 mmI h< ti\im, made up of
senior Amy Keel, sophomore
l.iz Fl.innery and nnhmw
Christine Filak and Lauren
Scott, made history for the
Dukes.
Women's coach
Gywm Harrison slid, "This
v\.i-* .i really good meet It's
OUl I.ist one before the conference meet, and it was
great to get out there and
COmpttt. it was a good tuneup for us VVe had some exciting swims, and I'm excited
for the championships."
The other pool record broken WM that ot the WD-mrter
freestyle relay. Senior i.ipt,wr<
AC. C'nik* kshnnks and I .liitvn
Smith,
junior
Marie
Hanabrough and Mphomon
M.irv Wrblvi < rushed their
Colonial Athli I
qualifying time i »t 7 57-49
Th*' woman's team also MM
llwir tarewells to eight seniors.
It was .i ^*\i send-off to the
girls by breaking two tdtOOl

A.C. cools off the CAA
Cruickshanks' battles have extended beyond the pool
A.C.. from page 17

medals she had just won at
the conference championships This act of defiance
made a dramatic statement
and was the climax of the
funding controversy. They
have since offered to give
the medals back. However,
Cruickshanks
remains

strong, saying, "I'll take them
back when they give our
scholarships back."
For this star swimmer,
her greatest feat as a IMl
athlete was winning the
CAA Championships last
year. "It was just an amazing
feeling. It was what we had
set out to do all year, and it
really came together."

Consequently, the team
smells a repeat as it is poised to
win it again.
Once her days as a Duke
are over, Cruickshanks wishes to further her education at
graduate school and has
already applied for several
assistant college coaching
Eositions. Currently she is a
inesiology/sports manage-

ment major who wishes to
pursue a career in athletic
administration.
Wherever the road takes her,
you can be sure that she will go
far, taking her good-natured
spirit and true heart with her.
Cruickshanks takes her true
heart
into
the
CAA
Championships Feb. 21-24. at
George Mason University.

Despilea
secondhalf run, JMU fell short,
losing to George Mason
University 80-68 Saturday
in Fairfax.
Junior David Fanning
led the Dukes offensively
with 22 points. Junior
Kenny Whitehead and
senior Tun Lyle helped off
the bench with 12 and 10
points, respectively.
Women's basketball
upset by Drexel
The women's basketball team lost 66-54 to
Drexel University Friday
in Philadelphia, Pa.
The Dragons led the
entire game and outrebounded JMU 50-35.
Senior
Hollee
Franklin led JMU with 18
points. Junior Nadine
Morgan finished with 12
and junior Shanna Price
added 10 points.

nootdsand having such a great

m.vt ' HamstHi aid "It's also
realK s,id tostv them go."
i .r.uiuating iNl May for the
women's
nun
are
t mil kshanks, Smith, Catie
t UnpbtU Keel Kirkham, I rin
Kaaelowakl Ahi^.nl Marks and
fcmily Medley.
Both teaiM prepare for the
t A A championship meet Feb
21 to 24 at (.'.eorge M.ism
University Hoth teams swept
the competition last year, taking tirst place by landslide
\u lories, Harrison said. "We
are looking forward to being
very competitive. We want to
be at our best so that we can
be worthy competitors."

Men's basketball falls lo
Patriots

Wolfpack, Camels down
Wrestling
The wrestling team
roped
two
meets
Saturday. In the morning, JMU lost 34-13 to
North Carolina State
University. Later, the
Dukes fell to Campbell

University 22-17.
DAVE K\Mluafli>htH»)inif>her

After winning several medals at the 2001 CAA Championships, AX. Cruickshanks fiave them up to the Board of Visitors In protest.

WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS

MEN'S GYMNASTICS

Nail-biter ends in JMU loss JMU looks to right
ship after loss to Navy
SARBITER, from page 17

BECKY OAHRlUJUaJtpholoHraphfr
Junior Janelle DIOrio competes In the floor exercise Friday.

in the floor exercise.
Fitzgerald said, regarding
a team superstition, "During JMU, from page 17
the beam, we have a little ritual where we all stand next to tho fin.il event of the horizoneach other, toe to toe, so the tal bar. but whatever the reapower passes on during a son, the Dukes could only
turn out one score above a 6.8.
teammate's routine."
Coach Roger Burke, who Blanton landed an 8.2 after an
also coaches the men's gymnas- impressive flipping sequence
tics squad, said,"These girls on his dismount.
Coach Roger Burke menhave been athletes for most of
their lives. It's a big part of who tioned a couple other factors
they are. They came here to that might have affected the
compete. They know what they men's results. With three
teams, one team sat out while
are capable of."
Burke was optimistic and the other two competed.
proud of his team's efforts. He Burke said, "It was a different
stressed that it has kept improv- format thap we're used to. VVe
ing and is ahead of schedule of had a 'bye' ... which threw off
where it wanted to be before the our timing, but I think they
handled that."
season began.
A bigger change to the colBurke put it very simply,
"Today, we got beat by a bet- legiate system is the switch
two years ago to Olympic
ter team."
The team has two away rules, according to Burke.
The
team is young, with eight
meets
next
week
in
Pittsburgh, Pa. Saturday and freshmen and three sophoin Charleston, WVa. Sunday. mores, so the switch for them
The Dukes will attend the from high school standards to
Virginia
Collegiate Olympic standards i* BVtH
Championships
in greater. Burke said. He said
Williamsburg March 12. Their that while those new to the
next home meet is against the team add extra motivation
University of North Carolina and energy, it takes time for
them to "mature as much as
on March 15.

they can." Burke said the
team tries to keep its goals
and expectations "realistic"
without becoming "overwhelming and discouraged."
Still, the Dukes finished with
178.5, only about a point under
their highest meet score of the
season earned last meet.
Goodwin said, "This was not
our best [meet]... but things are
definitely looking up ... Our
biggest problem is probably
consistency right now. But
oiming up, we have a weekend
off when some injuries can heal.
We're showing our fight ...
doing our best, and you can't
ask for more than that."
Mentioning one of the
injuries that affected the lineup
of the floor exercise, Burke said,
"Justin hurt his foot, so we
slipped in an individual who
stepped up to the task."
Etzkom said, "As a team,
we're on the right track. I feel
like we're doing better every
meet and things are coming
together."
The Dukes travel to West
Point Academy to face Army
and Air Force Feb. 14. Their final
home meet is March 19 at 7 p.m.

Monday, Feb. 4
- Men's basketball hosts the
College of William & Mary
at 7 p.m. in the Convocation
Center.
- Women's golf competes at
the Florida International
University Golden Panther
Invitational.
Tuesday. Feb. 5
- Women's golf continues
play at the F.I.U. Golden
Panther Invitational.
Wednesday. Feb. 6
-Men's basketball faces
Virginia Commonwealth
University at 7 p.m. in the
Convocation Center.
Thursday. Feb. 7
- Women's basketball hosts
the College of William &
Mary at 7 p.m. in the
Convocation Center.
•Wrestling battles Old
Dominion University at 7
p.m.
in
Sinclair
Gymnasium.

Spring Break 2002 Panama 1% Beac
DJ "BigDoimt"
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& l.on»V.sf
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Reach Party
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2 Large Outdoor
Swim inin» Pools
. Sailboat, Jot Ski ami
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• Strifes lift lo 10 People
• lull Kid Inns • Indoor
\I rmin Dome & Pool • Game Kooin
• Restaurant . Airport limousine
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(iiiesfs!
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Lfi£SLL-Ll£L2S
FOR RENT

J-M
APARTMENTS

TK.R Proeeme.
W. Hater Street Houses

Kline Realty

2002 - 2003

438.8KOO

2 BRApt. S400mo.or

I ■■- <- ,

Nausea ■ 259 Newman, 1351 S
Mam. 1174 Harmon. 1173 Harmon.
4352126
Hatjaa, M Sadnom, 2 Mi - North
High Street Washer/dryer, large
rooms, plenty parking Available
August 1st. 1875 4333395
Nags Head Student Summer
Rentals • seabreeteeeBilf.com.
2522556328.
Large MR Apartment • 6 or 12
month
leases.
564 2659
*»» cosltecoperty.com
Offt 'ampusHousing.com

YOr HAVE A CHOICE!
I mdri-mi-

3 BRApt. S5IO/mo or
SI70/pcnon

4 BR Apt. $720/mo or
One of the closest
lomplcws toJMV!
Kllar Really Property' Mgml.
The ftttoti apartm*'.

so come /tv and tee us'
Beautifully Restored Victorian
House - 2 kitchens, 2 living rooms.
7 bedrooms. 2 bathrooms Large
yard and parking area. Wrap
around front porch. Fully renovated
plumbing, electrical and dryweil m
2000. High ceilings and huge
bedrooms, average sue 185 sq
ft. Must sae insida to fully
appreciate sirs prcperty. 564-2669.
www. castleoroper tycom
Summer tablet • Commons
Apartment. All utilities paid except
electric Largest room, great view,
wonderful roommates Female,
rent negotiable 5608735
4 BUrasm, 2 Bathfom Hauea"wtth new kitchen. 0/W. disposal,
new cabinets. Large living room,
dan, A/C. large front porch. 10 or
12 month leases 564 2659 or sea
www fflslleprppsr ft/.corn

Madison Terrace
Hunien Ridjc
Gingerbread
Stoning at %S50

Hunter* Ridge
Medium Manor

Great Rentals
for 2002-2003

Madison Terrace
Gingerbread Houvc
Storting at S212. $0

} tfrttraonu

3 BR Apartment -

Devon Lane Townhouse»

Hardwood floors. 2 decks,
water Included. 87O0/mo.

Madison Manor
Dsike Gardens

HuMefe Mdgje Townhouse

Math ton Gardens
Madison Terrace

Available August I.

Madison Square
I mvrrtiiy Place

8215/person. 4 bedroom. 2
living room*. W/I>. D/W
A/C. 2 baths

Xwrrm.orJ/75

4Bedrovnu

4 Bedroom House -

Mountain View H
Gingerbread How**

Roosevelt Street. Furnished.

Hunien Ridge
Medium Manor

8275/person. W/D. D/W.
A/C. Available Aii^usl I

Univeruty Place
I o* Hill

3 BR on Franklin St. -

Country Club Conn

Hardwood floors, two levels,
water furnished, qukrt location

Starring ai SI7S

SBedrofs

Deck House - 437 s

Hunien Ridge Loft

M.1M111 Streel. 1. 2.3
lied room npartmrnl*> r'rotn

Starring at S2 M
1-argf Selection of House*.
Kunkhouter St Anocialrt
Property Management
I ml» V r'eaUwxihr r M anagemr n I.* ■ n

Acrow front Hospital - 2 duplex
rented as one unit. 8 bedrooms, 2
bath, off street parking, laundry.
12 month lease. June
June.
S270/parson 234 8584

SI K0/penon

.

townhouse available August 2002
m Keister school area, quiet and
safe neighborhood. Garage, large
deck, phone and cable outlets in
each room For more details or an
appointment call 1-800-842-2227
or •mall soy»r60eHhentel.net.

6240/prrsson Vrtitrr Inrluded

Kline Realty
Property Management

438-8800

j

2 Rooms In Stone Oata - Looking
lor males. 4424671 or 442-4430.

$200 person Fthemel available

3 Be-droom. 2 Both . deck, walk to
class. $230 3 liauuin lowrtiouM 2.5 baths, deck, walk lo class.
$270,432-6993

CNSONIQ
VFX-BO
•
Music
production synthesiser with onboard 24-treck sequencer and disk
drive. Over 200 sampled sounds,
infinitely programmable, fully touchsensitive keyboard. Full MIDI.
Includes pedals, case $600. neg.
Call Jon. 4333489

Call Anytime!

1 BR Apt. S350>mo

CmH *-»-»W' Itmvt MMP

434-5150

WD. D W, v C

2 Blocks from campus'

438-8800. Anytime!

*2*> MlR.i:Vniudcni
•323-3 BR. J250 student
Both homes are available
June t, 2002, year leuc/depoui
( o-ed. imokm. pen welcome1

Ba*t the R«."t») Rush!

ROOSEVELT SQUARE
4 BR furnished townhouses

Several Hotaaas - Close to campus!
August 1,2002. 879-9548
2 BR, 3BR. and 4 Bit Unite
Available - June and August. Call
for locations and prices. Hess &
Miner. 434-7383
Hunter's Ridge • 2 bedroom, 2
bath, stove, microwave, refrigerator,
dish washer, disposal, washer/
dryer. Furnished. S640/montn.
Qmet location at back of compiei.
Available August 1. 540564-1657
2 Itdioom.

2

Rain Condo

available 801 02 through 7-31-03.
Spacious, like new. furnished.
S320 per bedroom Coniact Ken
Heneiey. 54O2982074 or email
lsm-tr«0665»BOl.oom.

Organic Coffees end Tea*
Thrift. 227 N. Main
AM/FM Stereo Receiver • Optimus
Digital Synthesized. Used very
httle. $50 or make an offer.
Quasar VCR with remote, needs
dearang gr>e away. Cat 434-1241,
leave message
Ampeg Classic Baas Cabinet/
Crass Head Cameo - Barely played.
Excellent sound and condition.
Trials available, contact Eugene.
schwetee«»jmu edu. 442 4572.
Taking best offer.
M Aeura Integra - black. 5 speed.
2 door hatchback, good condition
Asking $3,300 or better offer CaH
Chnstma. 4382646.
19*1 Ford Tempo ■ approximately
108.000 miles,
very good
condition. Asking price: $1,200. or
best offer. Contact information:
Umaimeh Nab.. 5404329773 or
571432-5483
or
email
nabiu#ooi corr

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

Audio Cabinet - wood gram with
glass front door, shelves for audio
components. $40 TV stand • wood
gram with shell for VCR. storage
compartment with doors m lower
section. $30 Twin Bed ■ Maple
head and footboard. Mattress and
box springs in nice shape, $75.
Loft Bed (Home Made) • with
mattress. $45 Call 289 9704.
1S96 Surukl Ketana SOOcc •
7,500 miles, dual exhaust, custom
yellow paint, cover and helmet
included. $3,600. o.b.o. Contact
Justin: moronjme>imu.edu or call
612-4453. For plcs/more into:
www.geoof «es. com/my96hat ana
lhane* RG470JB J#w*l Blua
Electric Guitar • with case and
stand. After market Seymore
Duncan pick up, Floyd Rose
tremolo bridge, and Rosewood
finger board Askew $350 574-4602
or duf fcme>ymu.edu.
1994 Honda Accord tX
5 speed, great condition, loaded.
Asking $6 500 Call 8792706.
Fender Stretocaeter/Peavey
Classic 30 Tube Amp - $400,

AFRIIJMINCIRIAK!
Honest Destinations Parties' Lowest
Prices Guaranteed1 Beit
Airline* Hotels' 2 Free Trips on 15
Sales Earn (ash' Group Discount*'

Book your trip wnh

Book on-line

Student*. it).com and save up
Computer Help • 12* years
experience, in home visits, from
internet help to repairs and
upgrades. Call a PC Geek now.
5404329547 or 5404786873 or
email KanecomputenBeol com

H KM .\u n

\ptu > h a i u • i, com
1-R0O-42B.771I

to $100 per person to Cancun.
Bahama*, Jamaica. Padre and
Honda Most popular student

PERSONALS

hotel* including the Oasli and
ihe Nassau Marriott Crystal

Look Great by Summer I lose uo TO
15 lbs. per month. Eat normal
foods. Stimulant free products For
more
information.
e-mail
LirsdMMPOutdrs.net.

Palace! Price* start al M99'
NUTK I
For more information and

Sale ends lOOflf CALLNOWI

assistance regarding the

SludeniCily com'

1-800-293-l443wgolo

oppurnasuc\ contact Ihe

of West Virginia
Timber Ridge a co-ed camp a
seeking an energetic fun loving
naff to work with children this
summer. Looking for general

/'urn • Grvemi ■ ( hurrrrt ■ ( hutfiiti
Pni\rmt Hivirra Immh ■
I m erne ■ Irurrluken • Bent
Cnntaci Dr Mano Hamlei Met/
Keeael 421, 568-6069, hamletmx

Cruleel 5 days $279' Includes
meals and free parlies' Awesome
beaches, nightlife' Departs from
Florida' Cancun and Jamaica $459'
www spungtveaklrffvei com
18006786386.
#1 Spring Break Vaeatlenal
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas, and
Florida! Best parties, best hotels,
besl prices! Space is limited! Hurry
up and book now! 18OO234-7007.

Get a FREK MTV audience ikkel
m sclevi showi when you book your
Sprint Break through
SltadcntCityxeea! Go to MTV-com
in call Simtntl Kwnmal I Hill
293-1443 for detail*1 Tour* and
ticket* are hrrnted

salaries Vve will be interviewing

Call 1-800-258-2267 for appt
Vtfilk-mj also welcome.

May 6 • 24. 2002

t-SBB-533-5501

counselors and specialty stair 90
miles from Washington. DC Top
on campus February 6th ai ihe
Sonnet Hall Interview Center
from 1000 am - 300 pm

Travel/Study
I i.n n i MM I/i t 1.1 nil

Belter Besineu Bureau. Inc

Spring Break Tickets!

Escape to the
Shenandoah Mountains

THULE

■rawing supplies. Ingredients,
Taps - Bkjestono Cellars. 4326799.
181 S. Main, www BCBRfW com

SERVICES

Spring Break
Super Sale!

investigation of financing buunru

Madlaan Square - furnished
townhouse. 3 bedroom. 2 1/2
baih. W/O. 1 888 994-3113 or
434-1040.

Mountain/Road Bike
Rack • Great corxMion. $190. Palm
Pilot M100 $40. Must sell both.
Call Christian at (c) 246-8669.
(h) 438-4140

larn Up ta $100 Per Weak •
assembling products at home. No
experience, info. 1.985646-1700.
dept. VA4806

Cr;.-.i:;:.:c MaSS

• SOUTH PADHI.
• PANAMA CITY BEACH.
• STEAMBOAT ■
• BBICKENBIIGE.
• DAYTOHA BEACH •ASPEN-

PAID MOT. INTERNSHIPS
FOR SIJMMKR 2002
Build your return* Earn over
S7.0O0 Ihii uimmcr Limited
number ol positions as uluble
acrost VA Apply on-line today*
»«>• iii(iii>n|>eintrrvi.>in

wsvw.aunchase.com
l-eoo-snucHAM

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED ADS!

3p*lnB Bicak Panama City - liom
$123* Boardwa* foom *iin knehen
neit 10 duos' 7 pacttesl Daytona
$159! spnnf(vea*rr»w/com
I KM.;..*

S3 00 for the first 10 words
S2 00 for each add I III words

Act Nossrl Guarantee the best Spring
Break prices! South Padre. Cancun.
Jamace. Banamas. Acapufco. Florida
and Mara Gras. Reps needed trave,
free, earn $$$. Group discounts
for
6*.
1800-8388203
www leisuretows com

Block ads arc SI" inch

Now accepting
credit cards.'.'
Visa or Maslcr Card

•SaaksMmttSMt

www.sludtntexpress.com
Call Now 1-800-7B73787 ,

$2SO A Day Petantlal • bartending
Training provided 1 8002933985.
eit 215.

Spring Break • Cancun. Jamaica.
and all Florida destination* Besl
hotels, tree parties, lowest prices'
www breakersiravel. com
1 800 9856789.

Call today
to place vour ad!
568-6127

Spring Ireak Specials! StudeTTt
Travel Services has negotiated
discounted rales at properties in
Mexico, Jamaica. Bahamas, and
Florida. Save up to $100 per
person' CaH 800648-4849 or visit
our website: www srsrrave'com

Walt less ■■ Needed • )ess Lunch
Sophomores and Juniors only
Apply in person.
$1,500 Vfeekry Potential • mailing
our circulars. Free information. CaP

Send a
Valentine
Classified Ad
to your
Sweetheart!

20*68*0202.
Cue-tot
r Sswvka PoaMm
■Part/
full time wan fsssdble scnetWsng $10
$15/nr with paid iresning FjsceHent
opportunity lor advancement. Can
McrvatH. 8888194160.
Attention
Summer
Camp
Counaelera • ACAC is seeking
committed
Summer
Camp
Counselors for June 10
August
23. Counselors con earn Irom $6 ■
$8.50 per hour, depending on
experience if you are creative.
eiciting and energized, then ACAC
has an opportunity for you. Full
time with benefits! For more
information please call Adam or
Eric. 434 978 3800

Uk$T MINUTE SPECIALS!!
UVI UP fO 1100 tm MMON!
Group Organizers Travel Free
CaH for Details)!

E-mail your ad to
the_breeze@jmu.edu
or give us a call!

800-648-4849

568-6127

www.sfstravel.com

Sell your items in The Breeze classifieds!
Just $15 to run your ad until it sells or for the
entire semester (whichever comes first)!*
This offer is good through April 25, 2002 and only applies to advertising
in the "For Sale" section. Ads must be 30 words or less. Offer applies to individual items only.
Retail stores and businesses do not qualify for this special offer.
All ads are subject to Breeze approval.

Don't miss out on this great dead!
568-6127

Come Down For ^

ATi ibutc to the Greatest:
dAh
IMmmlms

^e

ainment
Huge Sandwich Menu
Vegetarian Dishes
Pizza
Crablegs and Shrimp
Hotdogs
Wings- 25C each Mon&Thurs

Presented hy

Geoffrey C Ewlng
Tuesday, February 5, 20O2
Wilson Hall
7:0O PM

Salads
Pastas
Steaks
Homemade Soups
Only

Ocssffrcy <
BwiOaj conceived, wrote. nn«l slurred in In-, one man. Oii-Rroedwey ploy
"Ali " The play !■ eboni the life and limes of heavyweight boxer Muhiitmnnd Ah I ivtafl
has performed in New York C'ify. I«a Angeles. C'elifomin. 1 uiulon, Hngland. Ihe National I'luck Aits I'cslival. ami the l'>'>i. Olympic Arts I'eslivnl in Atlanta lor the l'''»_'IW i ifl'-lsioadway season. Mr. I'.wing was the recipient ol both the prestigious OBIK
award, recognising excellence in ()H-Hroadwny theatre, and the AI H>FI.<**l award, rccogniring excellence in Hlack thearte. "A
Inhulc
In
I hi- ' irealeat" is a lecture/
performance ofTxhoot of the III! Ilmadway play

Raw

Bar

in

Harrisonburg

Catering Available

Sundiy Drum 11am -3 p.m.

W

Water Si Hamsortwi)

Days a Wot*. 11am
ni(M« uifiiiiiialioii. plwit>« call < MISS M ^bB-OO to
SsMxsssorad by tti* < ■«••■ tbi MuhicuHuial/lniBoiational SiuuMa Srivii.i
VIM

A PA9SPOR1

SKKIKS

- 2«m

433-9874

EVENT

I

SEAFOOD BAR

&

GRILL
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AAAK€ ifOUR VOIC£ «£ARD!
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*<*i^.
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POST JOS LISTIM6S
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